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“Building anything on humanistic lines requires a foundation of real love for humanity. A truly
benevolent society will never come into being under the leadership of those who are solely concerned
with profit and loss. Where love is paramount, the question of personal loss or gain does not arise.
The basic ingredient for building a healthy society is simply love.” ~ Shrii P. R. Sarkar
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Renaissance in All the Strata of Life

1

By Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar

The real meaning of the word “renaissance” is reawakening. That is, humanity was sleeping,
and now it must wake up from that cimmerian slumber and do something in all the spheres
of life, in all the strata of existence.
There are three important strata in life: the physical stratum, the psychic stratum and the
spiritual stratum. In the physical stratum, there are many strata: say, scientific achievement,
social progress, political life, economic life, culture life. People often say that this twentieth
century is the century of science. No, it is not the truth. Human life has been associated with
science from the prehistoric era, from the very birth of humanity on this earth about one
million years ago, and not only in this twentieth century. And as long as there will be a
single human being, there will be an age of science.
Nowadays science means creating new weapons – strengthening the hands of warmongers; but the spirit of science should
not be like this, and at the start, in the primordial phase of human life, it was not so. Yes, there is necessity of weapons –
weapons not for strengthening the hands of warmongers, but for providing security for good ideas, good thoughts and
good persons. Science should be just like art: science for service and beatitude. Art for service and beatitude, I said; and
now I say, science is also for service and beatitude. Science should always be utilised for the proper progress of human
society.
Then the social. In the social sphere there are several sub-strata, and the real spirit of social progress is to dispel all social
disparities. Each and every member of the human society should enjoy equal rights as members of the same family, but
there is disparity and it is the duty of the Renaissance movement to dispel the disparity and bring about equality,
equilibrium and equipoise amongst human beings.
There are disparities, disparities of different types and different kinds. For instance, there are biological disparities existing
in the society, which are being encouraged by certain selfish persons. The biological disparity between human and animal,
between human and plant, between animal and plant – that disparity must not be there. Just as a human being wants to
survive, a pigeon also wants to survive – similarly a cow also wants to survive, or a tree. Just as my life is dear to me, so
the lives of created beings are also equally dear to them. It is the birthright of human beings to live in this world, and it is
the birthright of the animal world and plant world also to remain on this earth. To recognize this right, and to get it
recognized by the entire human society, the Renaissance movement will have to do something concrete.
Then there is disparity due to birth – disparity between people of higher caste and people of so-called lower caste. People
of a particular country die of starvation, and people of another country die due to overeating due to voracity. It is a
disparity – it is bad. It is a creation of selfish people, not of Parama Puruśa (Supreme Consciousness). The Renaissance
movement will have to do something concrete in this respect also. All are equal, with equal glamour as human beings.
Now, difference of colour. Due to geographical conditions, due to historical facts, there are differences in colour. A
particular human beings may be of white complexion, someone black, someone very black, someone yellow. It is not an
innate difference, it is an external difference. Why should there be a special type of scripture based on these differences?
No, there must not be any difference of colour, or any social disparity because of difference of colour.
Now, there is the sex difference. Females are debarred from many socio-political rights. You know, a few hundred years
ago they had no voting rights in many countries of the world. Why? They are also human beings – they also have the same
rights as men. Renaissance people will have to start a movement for social equality and fight against such inequality based
on sexual difference. Are women like cattle, or sacks of cloth that people give as gifts at the time of marriage? Are they
slaves to be sold to others? As long as women lacked courage or intellect, they tolerated these things – but what a great
humiliation! To submit them to such indignities is far worse than to whip them publicly on the road. Are women simply
like bundles of cloth to be sent to the washerman’s house? Women must not be suppressed, and there should not be
domination of males in the society. Society should have a cooperative leadership, not a subordinated leadership; there
should be a coordinated, cooperative leadership, leadership between males and females. Renaissance people will have to
start a movement immediately to fight against all these disparities; otherwise if fifty percent of the population, that is the
ladies, remain downtrodden, how can there be all-round progress of human society? So these are all the social duties, the
social responsibilities of the Renaissance movement. Renaissance people will have to wage war on these disparities, these
inequalities – they will have to be rooted out of the society.
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In political life, a group of people exploit another group of people of the same country, or of some other country. There is
political inequality. Still there is a sort of economic polarization, economic exploitation, and not only that, there are social
and cultural disparities, and social and cultural exploitation also. Renaissance people will have to bring this fact to the
notice of one and all: this disparity cannot be supported by good thinking, by right thinking people, and so we will not
support it. Yes, in the political sphere, there should be the rule of moralist people, for immoralist people cannot lead the
society: they cannot goad the people onto the path of righteousness. And this political life should also be based on
universalism, without forgetting the fact that a particular area of the world has its own particular problems and its own
particular conditions.
Economic life. In economic life there is extreme inequality and exploitation. Although colonialism no longer exists openly
in the political and economic spheres, it persists indirectly, and this should not be tolerated. The Renaissance movement
will have to do something in this respect. You should remember that in economic life, we will have to guarantee the
minimum requirements to one and all. There cannot be any second thought, there cannot be any sort of adjustment as far
as this point is concerned. The minimum purchasing requirement must be guaranteed to all. Today these fundamental
essentialities are not being guaranteed. Rather, people are being guided by deceptive economic ideas like outdated
Marxism, which has proved ineffective in practical life, and has not been successfully implemented in any corner of the
world. Why do people still believe in such a theory, which has never been proved successful? The time has come for
people to make a proper assessment whether they are being misguided or not.
Then comes one of the important points: cultural life. What is culture? Culture is the collection of different expressions of
human life. The culture of the entire human race is one, but there are different local expressions. This difference in local
expressions does not mean that people of different corners of the earth have different cultures – culture is the same, but the
expressions vary.
Education is a part of cultural life. Education should be free, and education must be based on universalism. While
imparting education you should also remember that there are certain local conditions, local problems and local
requirements; so while formulating the educational structure, we should do everything remembering this fundamental fact.
So you see, the scope of the Renaissance movement is vast, and you will have to start your work from this very moment: it
brooks no delay.
There are the different types of inequalities prevailing in the physical world. In the psychic world also there are so many
ailments, and Renaissance people will have to wage war against these inequalities and man-made differences. There must
be progress in the psychic realm, in the psychic arena. In the psychic arena, the progress should be unbarred and
unaffected. There are so many ailments in the psychic sphere. You see, in the psycho-physical sphere, many people are
guided by – rather goaded by – dogmas. Dogmas have taken root in the human mind. People cannot get rid of these false
ideas because they have been injected into their minds since childhood. As a result, one human society is divided into
different nations, and one nation is divided into different religions; religions also have different castes, and caste also have
different sub-castes – what kind of situation is this? We have only learned how to divide and subdivide humanity, and we
never learned how to unite the people. This is all due to the defective teachings of dogmas.
Some people think that the particular group of people to which they belong are the blessed beings of Parama Puruśa, and
others are cursed beings. This is a very bad type of dogma opportunists have introduced all this. Renaissance people will
have to fight against these dogmas, and carry on the struggle endlessly. For that, they may have to confront numerous
obstacles, censure and humiliation, but they will have to move on undaunted and unaffected. Dogmas are psycho-physical
diseases.
Then there are physico-psychic ailments. Some people argue that animals have been created by Parama Puruśa for our
food. I knew a certain person who used to say that if people do not eat goats’ meat, the world would become populated
only by goats. And others said that if people don’t eat chickens, there would not be even a single inch of space on this
earth – it would be filled with chickens! Now my point is, even though human beings do not eat vultures, is there a crowd
of vultures in the world? How foolish such people are! People don’t eat earthworms – has there been an uncontrollable
growth of earthworms on earth? Only out of excessive greed, people eat chickens and goats and are simply searching for
logic to support their actions and cover up their weakness. This sort of cunning will not do. In the mobility of the psychic
world, there are certain defective thoughts prevailing – that we humans are destined to rule this earth, and the creatures are
destined to be ruled by us. You will have to fight against this type of psychology with the help of your strong weapon.
What is that weapon? Neohumanism. All have the equal right to live here: this universe is for all. It is not the patrimony of
human beings only. This is also the duty of Renaissance people.
Then there is the progress in the pure psychic level. In the pure psychic level, defective thoughts prevail in human society,

Continued on Page 7
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The Call for a
Global New Renaissance
Commemorating Centenary of
Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

By Acarya Shambhushivananda Avadhuta
Very rarely, a person is born on this earth who changes the civilizational discourse and provides an all-round pathway to a
brighter future for all. Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar (1922-1990), also known as Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiji was one such
enlightened omniscient being, who embodied rare qualities and spearheaded a movement for a global renaissance in all
walks of life. He created RU (Renaissance Universal), RAWA (Renaissance Artists and Writers Association), and scores
of other movements for personal and social transformation.
First, he redefined religion in terms of mysticism and universal spirituality, and separated facts from fiction and
mythology. He explained the core elements of spiritual pursuit in the language of biopsychology. He removed religious
superstitions, dogma and blind faith, and replaced them with genuine devotion towards the Supreme Singular Synthetic
Subjective Proposition— Supreme Consciousness. His rational and scientific exposition through his magnum opus
“Ananda Sutram” (aphorisms on the spiritual and social philosophy), encyclopedic work “Shabda-Cayanika” (an
encyclopedia of old rk vedic root words and elaboration of meanings and knowledge related to those words), “Namah
Shiváya Shántaya” (on the life and teachings of Shiva), and “Discourses on Mahabharata” are a rare testimony to his
inherent genius and give a sample of his lasting intellectual and spiritual contributions to humanity.
Second, he provided modalities for spiritual realization and made improvements in the techniques for the attainment of
unison of unit-consciousness with cosmic consciousness. He unraveled the hidden knowledge of vidyá tantra-sádhanás
(meditation science for self-realization). He also spelled out codes of conduct for a spiritual lifestyle and set a personal
example to inspire others to follow them. His explanations of Yama-Niyama (ethical foundational principles), Paincadasha
Shiila (fifteen rules of ideal behaviour), and “Sixteen-Points” (codes of yogic life style), as well as elaborations of scores
of other conduct rules continue to provide a pathway for spiritual aspirants. In addition, he devoted a bulk of his time on
this earth to instilling moral and spiritual values in his chosen disciples and thereby left markers for the coming
generations.
Third, he provided guidelines for a sentient (spiritual) lifestyle, where health could be improved through sentient diet,
regular exercises, service spirit, and benevolent use of intellect. The social treatise “Ananda Marga Carya Carya” gives a
glimpse of his instructions in this regard. He also invented kaoshiki, an exercise especially for women and young boys for
improving their stamina and curing physical disorders. He also popularized Tánd́ ava, originally taught by Sadáshiva, as an
exercise exclusively for males. This dance exercise removes staticity and infuses vigor and stamina.
Fourth, he showed the intimate interconnection among ecology, health, agriculture, and the economy, and couched his
ideas in a comprehensive socio-economic theory called PROUT — Progressive Utilization Theory. PROUT offers a
vision of the world free from economic disparities, and promotes maximum utilization and a rational distribution of all
potentialities of this cosmos. PROUT’s law of the Social Cycle unravels the source of exploitation in society and provides
a concept of sadvipra leadership (benevolent and competent leadership) that could end the cycle of suppression,
oppression, repression and all sorts of exploitation in human society. PROUT also addresses the political lacunae and
offers a universal vision of a world government to coordinate solutions to the interdependent problems of the planet Earth.
He also spearheaded a movement of “Master Units” (eco-communities) as models of self-reliance and progressive
thinking in all countries of the world. His program of “Samaj-Movements” (social movements for regional self-reliance)
further supported the movement for economic democracy and social justice everywhere in the world.
Fifth, he provided seminal ideas on remodeling educational systems on the principles of neohumanism — a new
philosophy of life based on universal love and social awareness. Neohumanism exposes the hypocrisy of pseudo-activities
of vocal revolutionaries. It is designed to foster the creation of leaders called “sadvipras” (benevolent and competent
leaders) in society through an education system based on the maxim of ‘liberation of human intellect’. In this philosophy,
the existential and utility value of all forms of life has been explicitly recognized.
Sixth, Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar proposed a new paradigm of science called “Microvita” which shows the intrinsic
nature of matter, mind and spirit and reveals the invisible relationship among diverse expressions in this creation. The
cosmology based on microvita theory could provide the explanation for unanswered questions related to the origins of
viruses, life, diseases and creative potentialities. He also promoted an integrated approach to therapeutic modalities. His
discourses on healing properties of plants is a treasure for every household.
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Seventh, he set an example by composing over five thousand songs called Prabháta Samgiita and showed how music can
be utilized for service and blessedness replacing pseudo-culture filled with materialist values. He revived many lost ragas
and created many new melodies.
Eighth, Shrii Sarkar called for pramá (balance and equipoise) in all spheres of life and gave a vision of a world rooted in
prama-samvriddhi, prama riddhi and prama siddhi (principles of harmony in all the strata of existence: physical, mental
and spiritual respectively) thus paving the way for a rule of dharma (righteousness) on the planet. He corrected the notion
of human progress and showed that progress that perpetuated inequities and imbalances in individual and collective life
was against dharma and a sure recipe for disharmony and an obstacle for world peace.
Ninth, he unraveled the scant knowledge of interconnections among different languages and showed that humanity is one
and indivisible and linguistic expressions are merely the result of variations caused by the passage of time, environment
and unique psycho-acoustic principles. His vast contributions as displayed in Varna-Vijinana (Science of Letters), Varna
Vicitra (Uniqueness of Bengali Letters) and Laghu Nirukta (mini-encyclopedia) are just some of the demonstrations of his
firm belief in the philological unity of the human race.
And finally, he opened the lost pages of human history and also revealed unknown history of places and people. He also
spoke about the legendary lives of Shivá and Krishna- two god-like personalities of Bharatavarśa (India), revealed their
path-breaking contributions, and showed the significance of Preceptor and Sha’stra (scriptures) for the development of
human society. Other points of significant importance are one cosmic ideology, rational spiritual cult, common social
outlook, and a proper social and economic theory. He propagated the protection of flora and fauna through his grassroots
initiatives while showing the ways for “asti” (existence), “bhati” (development) and goal of “anandam” (blissfulness) for
all created beings on the planet earth.
His thoughts were ahead of his time and so it is apt to revisit them and explore ways to reform the society in light of his
seminal ideas.
References:
• The New Renaissance Vol 1 and 2 by Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar, 2021, Ananda Marga Publications, Anandanagar, P.O.Baglata,
Dist Purulia West Bengal, India.
• Towards a Brighter Future: Fragrant Petals from the life of beloved Bábá by Shambhúshivánanda, AMGK Publications, 2020.
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Renaissance in All the Strata of Life - By Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar
and as a result, an individual or a group of people often try to suppress or oppress others. Due to this type of defective
psychology, a vast section of the populace suffers from psychic depression. The Renaissance movement will have to be
active against this sort of exploitation, and it will have to save human society from the clutches of these defective
philosophies. These ailments should be removed and dispelled from the minds of human beings.
There may be another disease, another psychic ailment, and that is in the psycho-spiritual stratum. In the psycho-spiritual
stratum, the movement is a pinnacled one; that is, all ideas coincide in a particular point, and that point moves towards the
Supreme Entity. But the movement is certainly a synthetic one, not analytic. However, if the movement is extroversial, the
path naturally becomes an analytic one, and that is dangerous. In the name of psycho-spiritual approach, in the false name
of religion, disparities are created in the human society, differences are created between human beings. In the name of
religion so many sanguinary battles were fought in the past, and even now people belonging to one religious group cannot
rely on other groups, or pay credence to other groups. Thus one should remember that only the pinnacled Entity, the
apexed Entity is our Saviour – the only goal of our life. This is the panacea for all psychic ailments.
And the third stratum is the spiritual stratum. In this stratum the natural path is to convert everything into spirituality. This
conversion should be in the realm of learning, in the realm of language, in the realm of studies, in the realm of solidarity.
That is, in every arena of our spiritual life, this conversion should take place – the conversion of your entire existence, the
parts and portions of your existence, into spirituality. But due to defective philosophy, defective guidance, people forget
this fact, and they convert spirit into mind and mind into matter. That is, they take the path of negative Pratisaiṋcara
[devolution], and that is detrimental to the cause of human progress.
Renaissance people will have to raise their voices against this, and they will have to do it now – they will have to do it
immediately. And I also desire that you all should move on the path of Renaissance, which is fully supported by
rationality, from today – from this very moment. Let victory be yours.
7

Shrii P.R. Sarkar Centenary
Celebration
This year is the birth centenary of Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar (Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti, affectionately known as Bábá).
To celebrate this special occasion the P.R. Sarkar Institute has produced a
documentary film and exhibition of his life, mission and teachings.
For film viewings and exhibition orders visit: www.prsinstitute.org/outreach/films,
www.prsinstitute.org/outreach/exhibitions
For more information: info@prsinstitute.org, www.facebook.com/PRSarkarInstitute

Embodiment of Bliss:
The Life and Legacy of Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti

This feature length film takes us on a whirlwind tour of the life of Bábá, modern-day tantric guru, spiritual
master and social revolutionary extraordinaire.

Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti:
100 Facets of His Life,
Mission and Teachings
This is a 100-module exhibition of key events,
milestones and fascinating insights into Bábá’s life.
It comes as two versions: print (best for printing
out for an exhibition space) and screen (for
viewing on devices or projecting as a slideshow).
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Electronic Edition of the Works of P. R. Sarkar
The ideal tool for writers, translators, teachers and anyone
who wishes to study the philosophy of P.R. Sarkar,
Version 9.0 of the Electronic Edition of the Works of P.R.
Sarkar is an application that you can download and install
on your computer or mobile phone. It includes the latest
up-to-the-minute additions to the collection, including
recently published books and a few articles that have not
yet been published in book form.
Windows, Mac and Android versions are already available.
An iPhone version will become available in the near
future.
EE9 now contains almost 1500 discourses in 142 books,
including the recent titles Yoga Sádhaná, An Outline of
Prout, Who Is the Real Guru, and Subháśita Saḿgraha
Part 5. A few more books are currently being prepared for
inclusion, and will be automatically downloaded into EE9
when they become available.
Another new feature of EE9 is a searchable Sanskrit
dictionary. It contains over 140,000 words and uses Roman
Samskrta for display and search.
EE9 also contains a new search function capable of word,
phrase, wildcard and proximity search. You can also save
searches for later quick access to the list of matching
results.
You can download a free version of EE9 and see for
yourself (the free version contains only the first few words
of the various documents and discourses, to show how
everything works).

https://eledit9.appspot.com
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The Importance of Coordinated Cooperation
By Didi Ananda Sadhana

The first time the term Coordinated Cooperation caught my attention was when Shrii PR Sarkar described the relation
between men and women being a relation of subordinated cooperation, instead of what it should be: a relation of
coordinated cooperation. I will give here a further explanation for these terms based upon the words of Shrii PR Sarkar.
Human beings are social beings, meaning that they cannot meet their needs simply by their own efforts. It is the nature of
human beings to act and to work, but their capacity is limited and their time is limited. So, they need the cooperation of
others. Shri Sarkar says: “It is always better for people to work together as far as possible – the more that human beings
work together, the better it is. If this principle is not followed the spirit of society will be broken, adversely affecting the
very existence of human beings. People have to eat food individually – another person cannot eat your food for you –
however a meal can be shared collectively. Where individuality dominates human life, the environment, the welfare of
different groups and even the continued existence of humanity may be adversely affected.”i
So, what is a society according to Shrii Sarkar? “Society is the collective movement of a group of individuals who have
made a unanimous decision to move together towards a common goal.” “When the members of a society come to a
unanimous decision: We’ll move together, we’ll live together in good times or bad, then their collective movement is
known as Samaj or society.” ii In a true society nobody is left behind. When somebody gets sick, loses their job or is
homeless on the street, the rest don’t just continue their lives as usual. The collective stops and looks for a solution so
everybody can continue their journey collectively. This way we share a collective sense of responsibility for others, versus
the collective indifference so common today
He further says: “In every field of collective life there should be cooperation among the members of society. Where this
cooperation is between free human beings, each with equal rights and mutual respect for each other, and each working
for the welfare of the other, it is called: coordinated cooperation. Where people do something individually or collectively,
but keep themselves under other people’s supervision, then it is called: subordinated cooperation. In each and every
stratum of life, we should do everything with coordinated cooperation and always avoid subordinated cooperation. There
should not be a relation of supervisor and supervised, or master and servant.” iii
Our present socio economic systems as well as patriarchy are based upon subordinated cooperation. They thrive on
racism, sexism, the marginalization of different ethnic groups and the exploitation of resources. And this, Shri Sarkar says,
“…results in the degeneration of society’s moral fabric.” iv
Diversity is the law of nature. It is the collaboration and cooperation of all the different people, the different cultures, and
the different ethnic backgrounds that enriches our human society and guarantees progress and continuity. But our present
socio-economic systems do not favor diversity, collaboration and cooperation. By trying to monopolise, homogenise and
individualize everything, they take us on the path of self-destruction.
Shri Sarkar adds that so far, humanity has not been able to create a true society and that one of the main reasons is that
women have been excluded. They have not been able or allowed to develop and contribute their full potential. There has
not been a relation of coordinated cooperation between men and women. He compares the society to a bird with two
wings. One wing representing the men, the other representing the women. As one wing was not allowed to grow and to
develop itself fully, the bird has not been able to take off and fly. He says that the relation between men and women
should be a relation of coordinated cooperation, not that of subordinated cooperation. He says: “We stand to create a
powerful, dynamic and upsurging social consciousness, especially among women, so that they are inspired to rise, abolish
dogma and annihilate all symbols of slavery, and usher in a new era of coordinated cooperation and glorious
achievement. Let women be the vanguard of a new revolution which humanity must achieve for a glorious tomorrow.” v
Shrii Sarkar makes it clear that for the welfare of all, it is essential that the condition of women improve and that they take
their rightful place in society and that a relation of coordinated cooperation between men and women is essential for this.
But not only by changing the relation between men and women will things change, also in the workplace this change has
to happen. He says that both communism and capitalism have failed society. Capitalism thrives on exploiting and dividing
people and in communism, though talks about equality, the relation in the workplace is one of “master and servant”.
Shri Sarkar favors the cooperative system. He says: “PROUT (Progressive Utilization Theory) supports the
implementation of the cooperative system because its inner spirit is one of coordinated cooperation. Only the cooperative
system can ensure the healthy, integrated progress of humanity, and establish complete and everlasting unity among the
human race. People should work to enjoy sweeter fruits by establishing the cooperative system…The cooperative system is
the best representation of the sweet nectar of humanity.” vi
Continued on Page 13
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The Posthuman Era
By Dr. Kathleen Kesson

The philosophy of Humanism and its practical handmaidens, science and technology,
brought us incredible control over the natural world through the application of empiricism
and reason, harnessing the energies of nature to bring portions of the world to our current
peak of technological development. It has also influenced social structures, bringing in its
wake tolerance for diversity, the ideals of democratic governance, and the universal recognition of human rights, all
promises yet to be realized.
However, just as events, inventions, constructs, and ideas often contain the seeds of their own destruction, so the
social products of Humanism (technological/scientific and social/political) have brought us to the brink of selfannihilation. Fossil fuels, and the comfort and ease these have brought to those with access and the resources to
purchase them, bring climate change. The chemical soup we live in, once thought to enhance agricultural
productivity and human well-being, has brought soil depletion and disease. Capitalism, the economic system that
developed alongside the Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution, and which promised to mobilize material
resources for the benefit of humanity, is now revealed to serve the interests of the few at the expense of the many,
and its commitment to unlimited growth is proving to be a danger to life itself. And Communism, the great hope of
the oppressed masses, crumbled under the weight of its repressions, exterminations, crimes against humanity, and
misguided attempts at social engineering.
In the wake of Humanism’s failure to bring about universal justice, well-being, widespread happiness, an
ecologically stable bio-system, and world peace, a new set of “Posthuman” discourses arose in the late 20th century
that challenge some of the central premises of Humanism. Variously termed Antihumanism, Dehumanism,
Transhumanism, and Neohumanism, there are consistencies as well as variabilities among them. All of them suggest
the possibility of becoming a “new form of human,” of decentering the traditional Humanist subject, with its
individual ego and the premise that humans could and should exert mastery over the rest of nature.
The intersecting discourses on Posthumanism all, to some degree, consider the triadic formulation of
human/animal/machine. Many of the Posthuman discourses focus on the historical violences that have been done in
the name of defining some people as human and some as “subhuman.” Some Posthumanist discourses explore the
new forms of being generated by novel human/machinic connections: the impact on cognition through digitized
information technology, including AI and virtual realities; enhanced physicality through prosthetics, pacemakers, and
the like; increased awareness of microworlds and macroworlds through equipment that enhances our senses, such as
the electron microscope and telescopes. Some people are focusing on new understandings of the human/animal
connections, including, but not limited to studies of animal behavior and interspecies communication. It is claimed
that “The scientific order supporting an anthropocentric worldview is…being called into question” (Pederson, 2006,
p. 228), a statement supported by a listing of the new academic disciplines, research societies and centers devoted to
new studies of animal/human relationships. While this may indicate that new knowledge is being produced that could
ultimately benefit both humans and other animals, the devastating reality is that (according to research by scientists
at the World Wildlife Fund and the Zoological Society of London) human activity is responsible for the loss of over
60% of the animal population left on the planet – the animals, birds, fish, and reptiles - in just the past four decades
(WWF, 2018). We are living through a mass extinction and it is passing with minimal notice.
Each of the Posthuman discourses is distinct, though all point to new visions of humanity arising in the historical
moment. Which of these perspectives we adopt will, in large part, shape the world of our future.

Antihumanism

At first glance, this word seems to signify the disposition to be “against” humans, but it is something different than
that. It actually is a philosophy that calls into question many of the taken for granted attributes of the human being:
the ideas that there is a “human nature,” that humans are uniquely capable of consciousness, that we possess agency,
choice, and the capacity for reason and moral decision making. Antihumanism considers all of these capacities
human “constructs,” not essential characteristics of human beings. Antihumanism is a theoretically compelling
rejection of Humanism’s hubristic attempt to elevate humans to metaphysical heights above all other species and
rejects all claims of anthropocentric dominance, but it does not propose an emancipatory agenda of its own.
There is, in fact, a movement for “voluntary human extinction” that could be characterized as anti-human advanced
by those who profess to care for the life of the planet. They propose, as an alternative to the extinction of all life on
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Earth, the voluntary extinction of humans, in terms of choosing not to breed. But this somewhat misanthropic vision
is not theoretically related to philosophical Antihumanism.

Dehumanism

Many Western thinkers and philosophers have attempted to define what it means to be “human” in ways that
depended upon “othering” – that is, defining Human by what is Not-Human - and in various contexts this has
included women, non-white people, slaves, indigenous people, people with disabilities, and animals. Singh (2018)
links the process of Dehumanism with decolonization, a move consonant with revealing and undoing the power of
the “mastery/subject” that is, the version of humanity that upholds domination whether of women, people of color,
the subaltern, or the Earth itself. The processes of Dehumanism cannot be understood without squarely facing the
reality that centuries of oppression by colonial powers aimed to reduce the oppressed to the level of beasts, to
dehumanize them in order to justify the violence, the taking of land, the exploitation of labor, the plundering of
resources, and the dismantling of language and culture everywhere the colonial foot stepped. Sartre, in his Preface to
Fanon’s classic The Wretched of the Earth here reveals the “nakedness” of Humanism: “nothing but a dishonest
ideology, an exquisite plundering; its tokens of sympathy and affectation, alibis for our acts of aggression” (lviii).
Singh proposes the practice of Dehumanism, “a practice of recuperation, of stripping away the violent foundations
(always structural and ideological) of colonial and neocolonial mastery that continue to render some beings more
human than others” (p. 4). Dehumanism embodies a critical deconstruction of the idea of “mastery” and the
exploration of new forms of relational solidarity that might enable a survivable collective future.

Transhumanism

Transhumanist discourses speculate on the potential of humans to become “more than human” through the
applications of technology and nanotechnology, augmenting the human organism through the use of
pharmaceuticals, bio-technology, genetic engineering, computer implants, and the application of virtual realities,
cryonics, and other “futuristic” endeavors. Transhumanism implies no necessary rethinking of the human/nature
connection; instead placing faith in the ability of technology to solve human problems. Nor does it necessarily
demonstrate any interest in equitable distribution of the “super-intelligence” and longevity that could come in the
wake of these developments, suggesting that Transhumanism would more than likely serve to exacerbate the
inequities that already plague the planet.
Even now, humans hold the potential power to control reproduction through genetic engineering of plants, animals,
and human beings. While modern scientific and technological discoveries are truly awesome, we have lagged behind
in our ability to monitor the application of new ideas and respond to unanticipated consequences. A case in point is
the development of nuclear power – the first nuclear power generating reactor was in 1942 - and our continued
failure to come up with a solution for its radioactive waste disposal, not to mention the horrendous failure to deal
with the results of catastrophic events such as Chernobyl and Fukushima. It seems that every advance that humans
term “progress” has its corresponding shadow: air travel brings global connectivity and it brings carbon emissions;
antibiotics save lives and create resistant strains of bacteria; fast foods bring convenience and nutritional
deterioration; the Internet brings a vast wealth of information plus fake news, data mining, the loss of privacy,
cybercrime, and a whole new range of addictive behaviors. It seems inevitable that every solution to a perceived
problem will bring with it a whole new set of problems. Science and technology, from the development of fire to the
invention of nuclear fission, are a central aspect of human evolution, and we would be remiss to think it should not
constitute our human future. However, given the extraordinary brink of disaster to which our inventiveness has
brought us, there is an urgent need not just for much longer term thinking than we are used to, but for moral
conversations and deep understanding of the ethical dimensions of advances in technologies (including
biotechnology) and the cultural consequences of their application.

Neohumanism

I first encountered the ideas of Neohumanism, propounded by Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar (1921‐1990), in the early
1970s, long before the other “posthumanist” discourses appeared on my radar. I was attracted to the philosophy
because it presented a meaningful alternative to the militarism, materialism, consumerism, racism, and reductionism
of the society I lived in. Sarkar was an enlightened guru in the tradition of Yoga, but unlike other Yoga teachers who
advocated for contemplative seclusion and withdrawal from the world, he promoted spiritual practices such as
meditation and an active, service-oriented engagement with the world. His philosophy of Neohumanism asserts the
centrality of spirituality and the intuitive faculties to human experience, yet does not discount the importance of
reason, rationality, and science. It acknowledges the sanctity of all life forms, and urges us to live in accordance with
deep ecological principles, a revival of the ancestral wisdom embodied by people who have lived in sustainable ways
with their biosystems for centuries. It recognizes the vitality and worth of all of the cultures of the world and argues
against the homogenization of local cultures through economic and cultural exploitation. It regards all beings as
worthy, and advances a rational and egalitarian distribution of wealth and resources, so that all people on the planet
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are guaranteed a minimum standard of living, and it challenges all forms of violence, imperialism, racism, sexism,
exploitation, and injustice.
It is Neohumanism that appears to me to hold the most promise in terms of helping us traverse the distance between
our present dystopia and a more livable future. Neohumanism draws upon modern science, so it doesn’t reject some
of the futuristic visions of transhumanism. But it also draws on ancient Yogic wisdom for its ethical grounding. It is
radically egalitarian in terms of valuing all the world’s people and cultures that have been “dehumanized” by various
oppressions and mastery/domination relationships. Most important, it is a positive vision of the future; not a rejection
of humanity as hopelessly flawed, but a vision of humanity that is intimately linked to all other life forms and places
creativity and love at the center of all of our endeavors. It provides us with a more optimistic vision of the future than
some of the other posthumanisms, a vision stated eloquently by Western theologian Thomas Berry:
That another geo-biological era will follow the Cenozoic Era is not in question. What is in
question is whether humans and other forms of life as we know them will continue to
flourish. Will we achieve a viable mode of human presence on the Earth? The “Ecozoic
Era”—a time of a mutually enhancing relationship of humans and the larger community of
life systems—represents the hope that we will. (Berry, 2003)
Whether we can make this transition to an “Ecozoic Era” will depend on the good will and efforts of thousands,
millions of us. Effort and goodwill are not enough, however. These “new ways of thinking” involve questioning the
very foundations upon which our contemporary assumptions of what it means to be human rest. Without such a
radical (in the sense of “getting to the root of”) reconceptualization of our taken for granted concepts, we will not
create the necessary new ways of thinking and being that will sustain life on this planet.
Neohumanism doesn’t abandon the main organizing principles of Humanism; rather it believes the philosophy needs
to be revised in terms of new understandings that place humanity not at the center, but as a unique and essential part
of the ontological whole of creation. And it demands the full realization of the promises of Humanism: the
celebration of diversity, the implementation of democratic governance, and the universal recognition of human
rights. It simply extends these rights beyond the human realm to embrace the other-than-human species, animate and
inanimate, with whom we share the planet.
Kathleen Kesson is Professor Emerita, LIU-Brooklyn, and is the former Director of the John Dewey Project on Progressive
Education at the University of Vermont and Director of Education at Goddard College. She currently lives in Barre, Vermont
and is actively engaged in the work to make Vermont schools more equitable, sustainable, and joyful. Her latest book is
Unschooling in Paradise. You can read other writing by her as well as an excerpt from this book at
https://www.kathleenkesson.com. Visit the book link at AMAZON and see the new Kindle version, available for only $.99
(AMAZON’s minimum price).

Continued from Page 10
The Importance of Coordinated Cooperation - By Didi Ananda Sadhana
Coordinated cooperation brings out the best in human beings. When each person, culture or nation is respected,
valued and loved for who they are and for their unique contribution to the collective, it brings out the best in all of us.
It is the perfect balance between the need for individual expression and recognition, plus the need to move as a
collective. While the western cultures give extreme importance to individuality and make people more and more ego
centric who are not willing to make any sacrifice for the greater welfare, eastern cultures put much emphasis on
family and collectiveness, often at the expense of individual expression. Coordinated cooperation brings out the true
spirit of Neohumanism.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Cooperatives, 18 February 1988, Calcutta
Published in: Prout in a Nutshell Volume 3 Part 14 [a compilation], Proutist Economics [a compilation]
The Importance of Society 8 December 1978, Calcutta
Published in: A Few Problems Solved Part 3, Prout in a Nutshell Volume 3 Part 13 [a compilation]
Cooperatives, 18 February 1988, Calcutta
Published in: Prout in a Nutshell Volume 3 Part 14 [a compilation], Proutist Economics [a compilation]
Cooperatives, 18 February 1988, Calcutta
Published in:Prout in a Nutshell Volume 3 Part 14 [a compilation], Proutist Economics [a compilation]
Women’s Rights, 20 April 1981, Calcutta
Published in: A Few Problems Solved Part 9, The Awakening of Women [a compilation], Prout in a Nutshell Volume 3 Part 13
[a compilation] Universal Humanism [a compilation]
Cooperatives, 18 February 1988, Calcutta
Published in: Prout in a Nutshell Volume 3 Part 14 [a compilation], Proutist Economics [a compilation]
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Cultivating Neohumanist Awakened Conscience in
the Modern Wild West Mediascape
By Didi Ananda Devapriya

Curated vs horizontal information spaces

We are all living in an increasingly information saturated
world, literally at our fingertips. With a touch of a
screen, we can delve deeply into any area of interest, and
find answers to even random curiosities. Part of the
uniqueness and beauty of this historical moment is the
horizontal, participative way these vast resources of
information are being continuously constructed, mostly
on a voluntary basis. Whether one is 16 or 66, an expert,
a newbie, a professional or an amateur, all can contribute
to this relatively open space provided by the internet and
social media.
In the past, medical, scientific, technological and other
types of specialized knowledge were mostly only
available in curated spaces such as journals that were
regulated by certain kinds of professional standards.
Journalists of mainstream broadcasting companies also
had some ethical standards of fact-checking to adhere by,
in order to be published in the mass media that reached
most of us. Official narratives and propaganda were
easier to distribute and control as there were fewer
channels that enjoyed enough legitimacy or readership to
seriously challenge them.

Tabloid sensationalism relegated to the sidelines

Tabloid papers, on the other hand, thriving on
sensational headlines, overt celebrity gossip and even
far-fetched fantasy claims, held an entertaining, popular
appeal for audiences that felt alienated by the more
sophisticated yet dry intellectualism in mainstream mass
media. They enjoyed a persistent, if marginalized
position in public discourse. If looking for serious
information on a topic, however, it was pretty easy to
identify and filter out information coming from tabloid
sources as unreliable, due to their muddy reputations.

Wild-west of the internet

However, the internet has upended that landscape. The
sheer volume of information being constantly generated
and posted online, makes it nearly impossible to
efficiently fact-check what ends up there, not to mention
free-speech protection in most modern democracies.
This function is rather left to the information consumer.
It is a Wild-West, largely unregulated frontier. While
seemingly good news for those suspicious of political or
other types of censorship, or even just mainstream
narratives, at the same time, it leaves us quite exposed
and vulnerable to other kinds of manipulation and
distortion from people that are quite skilled at capturing
our attention. Some of it may be coming from wellintentioned but simply misinformed people, positioning
themselves as experts in fields that they actually have
relatively little knowledge of, others may be
purposefully misleading or click-baiting for personal
profit and/or name and fame.

People that would have never picked up a tabloid
newspaper to read seriously can find themselves seduced
into reading posts forwarded to them by trusted peers
and friends that are similarly sensationalized and
distorted. Often such posts use a savvy, manipulative
mix of just enough facts or plausible information,
frequently taken out of context, to lend seeming
credibility and legitimacy to otherwise outlandish claims.
Particularly, in the past year, dissatisfaction and
frustration have been increasingly building up in the
population around the world, due to the restrictions that
the pandemic has imposed on our personal lives and
economies. Naturally, the sense of powerlessness in the
face of an invisible enemy can lead to a number of
psychological responses, including denial and anger. In
some cases, people minimize the actual risks, become
numb to the incomprehensibly large death tolls, or
negate them altogether. In others, the frustration and
anger they experience seeks simpler targets to blame,
such as institutions, corporations, or the scientific
community. This creates a situation ripe for exploitation
by those seeking to position themselves as influencers,
opinion leaders or experts and gain large online
followings. Significant segments of the population are
primed to believe information that validates needs like
the ones mentioned above. As a consequence, there has
been a notable rise in the popularity of disinformation.
Even if people do not completely swallow the messaging
coming from those sources, they have been effective in
seeding enough doubt, mistrust and skepticism to
seriously undermine public health initiatives.

Using Neohumanist methods to distinguish
critical analysis from deceptive disinformation

How can we apply Neohumanist methods for
rationalistic thinking to navigate this informational sea
with effective discernment, and to offer clarity in this
confusion? How can we discriminate between valid
critical analysis of exploitative institutions and structures
and deceptive disinformation that can actually lead us
away from Neohumanist objectives?
In Liberation of Intellect, Shrii P.R. Sarkar offers several
important tools for rational analysis. First, he
emphasizes the necessity of study, both in the usual,
intellectual sense of the term as well as to contemplate
wisdom teachings. Throughout this important seminal
work, he discusses the cultivation of rationalistic
mentality. This can be understood as a firm grounding in
a spiritual perspective that recognizes our common bond
to all other people and beings, giving us a perennial
source of strength to challenge toxic but powerful
sentimental narratives that accord superiority or enmity
to particular nations, races, social groups, or even
humanity itself, thus keeping us divided and unable to
solve the problems facing us as a species.
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He describes the different processes that guide our
thinking: instinct, sentiment and rationality. Whereas
instinct and sentiment are very powerfully seductive and
fast, rational analysis takes more time and is relatively
slow.
He also points out the potential pitfalls inherent in
studying. In particular, he identifies the risk of
constructing knowledge based on defective, partial
knowledge when the writer or authority’s knowledge that
we rely on is flawed. He defines this as the defect of
ignorance. He also points out the importance of being
aware of the context of time, place and person, as relying
on obsolete knowledge can similarly produce defective
thinking. Indeed, as all mundane knowledge is relative,
rather than absolute, it is all eventually subject to
becoming out of date. In our fast-moving informational
environment this risk is even more elevated.
Next Shrii P.R. Sarkar discusses the importance of being
able to take a critical stance during study, in order to be
able to detect exploitation. And finally, he stresses the
importance of firmly establishing oneself in the
perspective of collective welfare over individual selfish
interest, when evaluating decisions.
All of this points out the important responsibility
Neohumanist thought leaders have to develop accurate,
methodical study habits that embody the rationalistic
mentality delineated by Shrii P.R. Sarkar. We must be
careful and discriminating in questioning sources of
information. This is all the more important in the current
informational free-for-all.
As Neohumanism takes a critical stance towards the
current dominant worldview of capitalism, which
contains inherently exploitative tendencies, this leads to
an openness in considering alternative narratives and
views. Some of these can be useful, insightful, and
indeed expose distortions or exploitation present in
mainstream messaging.

Applying critical thinking outside of the
mainstream

cognition – instinct, sentiment and rationalistic
mentality. The first two move very rapidly, impulsively,
often quite unhindered by conscious, rational thought.
However, the last type of movement, is relatively slow,
and takes time. In that process, it is very helpful to have
a good working understanding of the various logical
fallacies and biases that can influence our thinking, so
that we can recognize and guard against them.
The writer David Kahneman similarly describes two
“systems” for processing information in his book “Fast
and Slow Thinking”. System one is a fast, seemingly
intuitive, but often deeply flawed approach to thinking as
it relies on different mental shortcuts (heuristics) that we
subconsciously cultivate for making rapid, efficient
decisions. In system two we carefully activate our
analytical ability to clearly see an issue and come to a
conclusion.
Both commercial marketers and social change workers
have studied these phenomena in depth, as a clear
understanding of how our brain and neurology is wired
to more easily make sentimental versus reasoned choices
can be used both for commercial gain or for encouraging
positive social change. Some recent resources for further
studying of mental heuristics and their more positive
uses can be found in “Change for Good” by Bernard
Ross and “Factfulness”, Hans Rosling,
These works reinforce the necessity of slowing down to
take the time to do careful analysis, when needing to
make important moral decisions that have implications
not only for ourselves but also to those looking to us a
source of leadership and wisdom.

Rationalistic mentality – beyond logic towards
awakened conscience

However, if making a careful, logical analysis by
drawing on source materials that are defective, our
conclusion will also be defective. Here, P.R. Sarkar
offers a unique tool that goes beyond mere logical
analysis, and brings a moral dimension into the process
of rational decision making. This tool is called
awakened conscience.

However, it is extremely important to apply the same
level of critical thinking not only to conventional,
capitalist influenced perspectives, but also to those
coming from alternative sources. In the current world
context, it is quite interesting yet sobering to note that
those on the extreme left and the extreme right, both
suspicious of the mainstream establishment but for very
different reasons, are finding themselves meeting on
very strange common ground in conspiracy theories such
as QAnon.

Whereas conscience typically refers to that inner faculty
that allows us to discriminate between good and bad, the
awakened aspect refers to the awareness of a deep sense
of solidarity and interconnection with all beings as an
extension of selfhood. This leads to a firm dedication to
collective welfare (sam’samaja tattva) and motivates one
to transcend personal self-interest, in the service of that
larger, more expansive and inclusive sense of collective
welfare.

Fast and slow thinking

So, the question during analytical processes for a
Neohumanist becomes, not only is it true, in the factual,
logical sense of the term, but is it true in the sense of
aligning with the deeper universal truths about ourselves
and the world?

In order to become more discerning in how we consume,
digest and further propagate information, it is helpful to
become aware of the subconscious ways our thinking
can be influenced. As mentioned above, Shrii P.R.
Sarkar identifies three types of movement in our

A deeper understanding of truth
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Obviously, we should seek to accept information that
first of all, checks out on a factual level. As there is a
flood of information competing for our attention, it can
be wise to be extremely selective about which kinds of
information we decide to dedicate our precious time to
even take the time to deeply analyze.

How to fact-check for reliability?

Most of us are familiar with the term fact-checking, but
how do the professional fact checkers go about the
daunting task of sifting through the myriad of false and
misleading claims going viral every day? They use a
process called lateral reading. Rather than staying within
a given article, posting or website to deeply evaluate it
for inconsistencies, logical fallacies, etc., as traditional
media literacy techniques and critical thinking would
stipulate, fact checkers briefly scan the article and then
they quickly open up other browser windows to look into
the source of the information itself. They verify: Who is
the author, what are their credentials? Are they truly a
qualified expert in the field? What other types of
information are coming from that same source? What
are other sources saying about the same subject, in
particular sources that are peer-reviewed by other
professionals in that field of expertise? If a headline
already triggers red-flags as dubious, claiming to be “the
real truth they don’t want you to know” or “read this
before it gets taken down” etc., an even faster shortcut
can be to google the main claim and simply add “fake
news” or “fact check” to it and see
if that produces any hits from
professional fact-checking sites.
These days, people often use the
term “research” rather loosely to
include any type of googling on a
subject of interest, without
necessarily differentiating
legitimate from illegitimate sources
of information, and without
regulating the tendency towards confirmation bias, in
which we selectively seek out information that further
strengthens our existing convictions. Most of us are not
aware of the “echo-chambers” that we are live in, as a
fish is not aware of the water it swims in. Thanks to the
sophisticated A.I. algorithms tracking our online
interests, when we google search, the results are already
pre-filtered and personalized to reflect the political views
and interests that it deduces we will resonate with.
Because of this, if we want to understand what people
with differing opinions see in their google feeds, we
must actively seek out that information by going to
sources and sites that we would not come across
naturally.
Another pitfall of the lateralization of knowledge is the
emergence of armchair experts. Unfortunately, this has
led to people that have spent their whole careers
carefully acquiring specialized knowledge to be
discounted in favour of more glamourous, charismatic
speakers that have very little real in-depth understanding
of the issue.

For example, “New Age” self-proclaimed internet gurus
may have beautifully produced materials that are
attractive and well-marketed, yet superficial, watering
down or even gravely distorting more classical,
traditional spiritual teachings. A similar phenomenon is
also happening with science, medicine and other
specialized fields.
For Neohumanist thinkers, research should include a
careful analysis of the pros and cons of an argument. It
is important to take the time, whenever possible, to seek
out reliable primary source materials. If evaluating a
scientific claim for example, to look for published papers
in reputable online journals, such as Cell, Nature, or the
Lancet. The discipline of checks and balances that exists
in the scientific community through the peer-review
process by boards of independent experts in the same
field should not be casually disregarded. While it can be
useful to investigate multiple viewpoints, including those
from outside our echo-chambers, it is important to give
proper weight to those that have undergone a rigorous
process of validation.

Next step after fact checking:

However, even if we are satisfied that a piece of
information has passed fact-checking criteria, to fully
apply rationalistic mentality and awakened conscience to
our thinking process we must take it a step further and
judge whether or not it is aligned with
the principle of collective welfare.
This can be illustrated more clearly
with some familiar examples:

Can Neohumanists pin capitalist
domination on an ethnicity?

For example, when analyzing an
alternative perspective that indicates
that the world is being controlled by an
all-powerful, wealthy elite, this may at first glance seem
to coincide with a PROUTist perspective that the world
is currently dominated by the materialistic, capitalist
mentality.
However, if we dig into that narrative, and discover that
it is feeding into an anti-Semitic trope very similar to the
ones that have been used to incite groupist hatred,
violence and persecution of the Jews for centuries,
should a Neohumanist continue to endorse such views?
If we shine a similarly critical and questioning
perspective onto the source of such information, what
agendas and groups would be served by the acceptance
and propagation of this perspective? Would it lead to
greater human solidarity and eliminate groupism or
exploitation? Is a certain psychic wave dominating our
collective mentality equivalent to an entire ethnic group
being to blame? Do such views inform constructive,
systemic changes? However, such claims hopefully
would have also already triggered red-flags, as they tend
to rely on circular reasoning, and multiple logical
fallacies that are beyond the scope of this article.
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How to apply Neohumanist awakened conscience
to COVID vaccination
The polarized vaccine debate for COVID-19 provides
another salient, recent example for applying the
Neohumanist decision making process. It is important to
keep in the forefront the Neohumanist concept of
awakened conscience, that places the emphasis on
collective welfare in the specific context of a global
pandemic that has claimed millions of lives.

A historic teachable moment

The pandemic has provided a unique teachable moment
for humanity, in which the behaviors necessary to limit
and stop a pandemic require a shift away from the
dominant individualism of capitalism towards a less
familiar collective mindset. On the
individual level, wearing a mask,
practicing social distancing, limiting
travel, and getting a vaccination, all
require small inconveniences and even
sacrifices to our personal freedoms.
However, in the light of a global
pandemic, unprecedented in scope for
most of our current generation’s
experience, that has claimed millions of
lives, should Neohumanists give greater
importance to individual freedoms or to
protecting the vulnerable in our society
by taking simple, proactive measures?
What can we do individually and
socially to help end this pandemic?
In terms of also evaluating the safety of
vaccines, which is essentially a scientific question, are
we consulting source materials from reliable, peerreviewed scientific sources, or are we possibly falling
prey to those eager to feed off of the fear of novelty and
boiling mass discontent for personal gain, name or fame?
When investigating dissenting opinions, do we take the
time to do at least a quick fact-checking of such claims,
questioning the sources and verifying the credentials and
reputation of those that are lending their authority to
such positions? Are we aware of the natural negativity
bias in the news that gives disproportionate attention to
statistically rare incidents of adverse reactions compared
to the vast numbers of those vaccinated without
incident?
Of course, those who have medical conditions that may
put them at risk for allergic reactions should take
appropriate precautions, on a personal level. On the
other hand, some of us may tend to be more biased
towards natural remedies, and consider simply building
up our own immunity in natural ways. While we may be

convinced that we will not come down with a serious
case, how can we protect others should we inadvertently
become asymptomatic carriers that are perpetuating the
spread?

Beyond intellectual method, the inner dimension
of rationalistic mentality

The internalization of the principle of collective welfare
to the level of awakened conscience, goes beyond a mere
intellectual acceptance of its logical necessity. This is
because cultural conditioning exists on subconscious
levels that are not readily accessible by the intellect.
These predominantly subconscious sentiments and biases
are what obstruct our ability to experience an authentic
and spontaneous sense of unity with other beings.
Neohumanist awakened conscience arises
from the personal, continuous practice of
expanding one’s sense of identity towards a
cosmic consciousness both during meditation
and in day-to day life. As the imperceptible,
slow but steady growth of a tree’s roots can
gradually rupture through rigid cement and
asphalt, so a living spiritual practice can
steadily disrupt even the deepest
subconscious patterns that divide us
artificially from our oneness with “others”.
However, it is clear that meditation is not by
itself the panacea. Unfortunately, plenty of
good meditators are still under the sway of
either subtle or overt forms of groupism and
bias, probably because of incomplete
realization, but also perhaps because of the
insidious hold of subconscious forces and
cultural imprinting. An internal spiritual practice must be
augmented by a conscious, determined dedication to
social justice and collective, planetary welfare in order to
achieve the Neohumanist vision of awakened
conscience.
Throughout history, there have been many highly
elevated and developed spiritual saints who did not
engage in social change, but rather retreated from
society. Neohumanism, on the other hand, proposes a
new vision of spiritual elevation that includes a deep
commitment to collective welfare. It challenges us to
liberate our intellects from sentimental biases and
distortions through the cultivation of rationalistic
mentality and universal love.
References: Lateral Thinking Article:
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=304
8994

…if people who have no remarkable intelligence, physical energy or financial resources but are endowed with an
awakened conscience, plunge into action, they are sure to be victorious. They will become great in all respects, and
others will be forced to accept their greatness. Only after achieving great deeds in society will they leave this world,
and their advent will have been successful in all respects. - Shrii P. R. Sarkar
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Part 1: On Climate Change and Part 2: Inequality, were featured in Issues 49 and 51 of Gurukula Network.

Challenges for Youth Part 3:
Democracy in Peril
By Dr. Ed McKenna
Throughout the world, democratic states are on the defensive. In the East China, India, and the
Philippines are led by authoritarian rulers. In the West we governments in Poland, Hungary, Brazil, and the United States
have all moved in the direction of authoritarian rule. The United States is a particularly interesting example in that the
defeat of Donald Trump by Joseph Biden has nevertheless been followed by increasing efforts of many state governments
to implement procedures that would suppress the vote, particularly the vote of people of color, hence revealing the deeply
ingrained nature of the authoritarian impulse.
Two questions immediately arise with respect to these threats to democracy: 1) Why should we care if democracy is
replaced by authoritarian regimes? 2) Why are these threats to democracy arising at this time?
While the idea of democracy can be traced back to the ancient Greek city states, the modern idea of democracy arose as
one of the important byproducts of the Enlightenment. Prior to the Enlightenment, the general belief held that what was
important was the overall, collective nature of society. Each individual was meant to fulfill a particular role in the
collective process, and it was the collective outcome of this process that mattered. The individual self was accorded far
less significance. The Enlightenment reorganized the relationship between the individual and society, focusing attention
on the importance of the individual, as opposed to collective society. But why focus attention on the individual? Primarily
it was because the collective institutions of society became so rigid that they no longer permitted diversified, creative
activity on the part of individuals. One's position in society was largely determined by the family into which one was born,
and escape from this predetermined position was virtually impossible. The resulting stagnation in society came to be
viewed by philosophers as the natural result of the suppression of individual thought and creativity, leading to the view
that individual freedom, especially with respect to freedom of thought, is indispensable for the flourishing of society. In
effect the roles of the individual and society were reversed, and society could flourish only if individuals were permitted to
freely follow their own path.
Adoption of the view that individuals should be free to pursue their own interests naturally leads to the idea of democracy.
People can explore and develop their own talents only if this exploration takes place within institutions that have been
freely created and chosen by these same people, and this includes the institutions that will govern society. Moreover, if all
individuals are free to participate in creating and running their own governing institutions, then these institutions will
flourish because they will be founded upon the widest base of wisdom possible, the wisdom that can only arise as a result
of the participation of a diversity of people, each bringing the insight of the particular path they are traversing.
These two tenets, that individuals must be free to pursue their own paths in institutions they have freely chosen, i.e.
democracy, and that society will flourish on the basis of the collective wisdom expressed through democracy, provide the
main argument for democracy. To undermine democracy, then, means placing limitations on the ability of people to
pursue their own vision and to provide the wisdom they have gained as a result of following their own path. This is why
we should care about the loss of democracy.
It is because of these two tenets that, at least until recently, most progressive groups have sought to enlarge the role that
democracy plays in the lives of people. So, for example, much thought and effort has gone into seeking ways to create
economic democracy by transforming businesses into worker- owned cooperatives. Those who seek to establish economic
democracy often argue that such a system is superior to present-day forms of capitalism because it will be more efficient,
since workers will have an incentive to be more productive when they can directly benefit through ownership of the firm,
and because the inclusion of worker perspectives in the decision-making process of the firm will result in businesses
having wider social objectives than the simple maximization of profit.
As important as these arguments are, they nevertheless leave out a fundamental reason as to why establishing social
democracy through the establishment of worker cooperatives is so important. People spend a significant fraction of their
lives at work. In a normal capitalist firm, the typical worker simply takes directives from those formulating policy. In other
words, the governing structure of firms is just another type of authoritarianism. Workers are told what to do and they have
no alternative but to follow these orders. Of course some will claim that the worker is always free to quit and find work
with another firm, but in actual society few workers really have such choices. So work within a typical capitalist firm is a
form of servitude in which some people control the action of others. It is not surprising then that so few people find
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meaning in their work, but rather labor only because of economic necessity. Economic democracy is meant to free people
from this form of servitude.
Authoritarianism then, whether it be within the firm or within the governing structure of society, strips from a person
his/her ability to lead a creative life governed by their own vision of what is important. By stripping a person of this
ability, society as a whole is damaged because it cannot draw upon the collective wisdom of all individuals. Democracy is
important because it seeks to overcome the pitfalls associated with authoritarianism.
If democracy has this aim, why is it now under attack? The answer to this question is complex, and it would be far too
simplistic to assume that that the reasons are the same in all the countries within which democracy is currently threatened.
A complete analysis is beyond what I can put forth in this forum. Instead, I will focus on one reason, a reason that
nevertheless lies at the foundation of the attacks on democracy in many of the countries of the world. I will explore this
reason as it plays out in the country I know best, the United States, though again similar explanations can be given for
many other countries.
The reason I will discuss concerns the impact of the rise in economic inequality in the political sphere. As I have
previously discussed, the widespread adoption of the neoliberal agenda, which views the role of government as being
limited to the establishment of the necessary conditions for markets to function as pervasively as possible throughout
society, inevitably leads to economic inequality. But this economic inequality then creates political inequality, which in
turn creates fertile ground for attacks on democracy.
The depth of inequality in the United States is today so great that it has led to the creation of what can only be called a
plutocracy, that is, a society in which a small group of very wealthy individuals controls government. The work of
political scientists Bartels, Gilens, and Hacker has demonstrated the remarkable fact that when legislation pitting the
interests of the wealthy versus the rest of society comes before Congress, it is always the interests of the wealthy that
prevails. The wealthy are able to control the legislative process for at least 3 reasons: 1) Their abundant economic wealth
enables them to have an inordinate amount of power in determining who will be able to run for elected office, 2) They are
able to supply the candidates they back they back with enormous sums of money, 3) They are able to lobby individual
members of Congress to a far greater extent than those possessing less resources and who, in addition, are usually far less
organized.
What results is a political process in which the wealthy shape legislation in such a way that it guarantees the maintenance
of their economic power. We thus see that an unregulated capitalist economy naturally creates inequality, that this
inequality then generates political inequality that enables the wealthy to shape legislation in a manner that guarantees that
the economy will continue to generate economic inequality that is in the interests of the wealthy. What follows is a
growing gap between those at the very top of the income and wealth pyramid and the rest of society, a gap that
increasingly means that even middle-class families find it nearly impossible to provide adequate education for their
children, or to obtain basic necessities of life such as good housing. And what the middle class observes is that this
continuing cycle of economic and political inequality only accelerates the degree to which their social status is declining.
Because the term democracy is applied to this cycle, people naturally come to believe that democracy can only worsen
their situation, opening the door to the acceptance of authoritarianism. But of course the cycle that we actually observe is
not democratic at all. Rather, economic inequality subverts the very idea of political equality which is the necessary basis
of democracy. It is simply not the case that anything close to political equality prevails in the United States, and the
absence of political equality makes democracy ??impossible??. We thus arrive at a fundamental conclusion: an
unregulated capitalist economy will inevitably undermine the conditions necessary for democracy to function. And when
democracy fails to function, people will turn to alternatives, such as authoritarianism, to maintain their status in life.
There is one final reason for why the door to authoritarianism is opened when economic and political equality are severely
undermined. As the Middle Class sees their status eroding, there inevitably comes a point at which they come to fear that
their way of life and the values they hold dear are existentially threatened by the unfolding inequality. Psychological
studies have repeatedly demonstrated that when people are controlled by fear, they will be instinctively attracted to those
individuals who claim that if they are only given the power to do so, that they will be able to restore those who are now in
decline to their former status. The appeal to a glorious past, i.e. ‘Make America Great Again’, is the perennial cry of the
authoritarian. And in conditions of great inequality, the mass of people are only too ready to provide their power to such
people power. And so democracy is lost.
What is to be done? At the very least, capitalism must be regulated to maintain inequality within reasonable bounds. But
how is this to be accomplished when plutocracy prevails? There is really only one answer to this question. The only power
that the mass of people possesses is in their numbers. Without organization, this power goes unfulfilled. So those who
seek to lead the world to a better place must organize around the theme that the only truly human society is one in which
all people can flourish. And this is the challenge that today's youth must meet.
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Ananda Marga Gurukula at Anandanagar Update

Ananda Marga Gurukula headquarters
called Cakradhuri Complex at Gopal
Anandanagar began to receive guests
beginning this year. After the completion
of the boundary wall, the work on the
Reception Center has also begun. The work is expected to be completed in
the next few months. It will house an archives room and a multipurpose
circular hall on the first floor and four rooms on the ground floor. The
campus has many big trees and fruits are abundant on the wood apple,
mango, and jackfruit trees. The cuckoo sings early morning and evening at
4am and 6pm. A wide variety of small colourful birds and wild peacocks
have made their home in the cakradhuri.
Shrii P.R.Sarkar Center of Advanced Yogic Studies (formerly
Tantra Vidyapiitha) is being relocated to the Faculty of Health
Sciences Building in Gopal Anandanagar. The building has been
painted and repaired with new windows. The Center will begin its
activities in this new complex beginning May 26, 2021. The
ayurvedic classes will also be held in the same facility after May
25, 2021.
With the arrival of the former Director of Agriculture for the
Government of India, Acárya Dr. G.D.Sharma, at Anandanagar, the
establishment of AMGK University also got a boost. Regular
meetings are being held with interested persons to ensure that we
move closer to the goal of a 'deemed university status' in the next
three years. The streams that are being given attention in the first
phase include: Faculty of Education, Faculty of Yoga and Intuitional Science, Ayurvedic College, Faculty of Arts and
Music along with Prabhat Samgeet Academy, and the Faculty of Agriculture Science. The AMGK Teachers Training
College got a 5 kv. solar installation and a new building has also been constructed to undertake fresh courses under the
auspices of AMGK.
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Ananda Marga Gurukula Women’s College, Update
Uma Nivas, Anandanagar
Due to at outpuring of encouragement, support and financial
contributions, the College at Umanivas has come a long way since
2017 when the construction was begun. The mistri (head of
construction) and his team have been working steadily and sincerely
with the pace of the village. Many families benefitted being
employed as labour.
Recently completed work includes
plastering the entire building, fixing
most doors and windows, finishing first
floor veranda floors, staircases, and
stairs, and completing a strong and wellbuilt boundary wall.The work still
outstanding is the water tank to catch
rain-water from the roof, toilets and
plumbing, the ground level veranda floor, some work in the residential area and here and
there. Electrical wiring needs to be completed, as well as painting, landscaping and plastering
of the boundary wall and of course the interior furnishing of the building.
If you wish to support this project contact: Avtk. Ananda Rama and Avtk. Ananda Vratiisha
<didianandarama@gmail.com>

Towards a Brighter Future: Fragrant Petals
from the Life of Beloved Bábá
By Shambhúshivánanda
“Towards a Brighter Future: Fragrant Petals from the Life of Beloved Bábá”
is a comprehensive depiction of the life of a Renaissance Man of our times. It
offers rare glimpses of the person behind a movement for global sociospiritual transformation.” Dadaji Shambhushivananda has narrated simple
anecdotes from a long joyful association with Sadguru Bábá, his spiritual
Master. He unhesitatingly shares His love and blessings with us, so we too
may be touched and transformed by that Love-Divine.
The new generation is preparing for a better world: more spiritual, more ecological, more sustainable, more compassionate
and cooperative, more dynamic and more selfless. May the life-struggle; visionary teachings and exemplary life of Bábá
provide us inspiration, hope, strength and encouragement to keep moving forward for a brighter future for all species on
the planet earth.
Published by A.M. Gurukula Publications Available through:

<amgk.glo@gurukul.edu>

The New Renaissance
By Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar
Shrii P. R. Sarkar founded the Renaissance Universal (RU) organization on January 25, 1958.
Volume 1 of "The New Renaissance" contains the presidential speeches delivered by Shrii P. R.
Sarkar from the platform of Renaissance Universal between 1958 and 1990. In these
groundbreaking discourses, he expounds on diverse topics ranging from the essence of spirituality
to the future of human civilization. Volume 2 extends the ideas introduced in Volume 1, and
opens many new vistas in human thought.
In this exclusive collection of his RU presidential speeches, Shrii Sarkar does not hide his stances
on diverse issues behind the veneer of diplomacy or false adjustment with the status-quo.
Through his discourses, he inspired a movement for global renaissance based on spiritual
humanism.
Published by Ánanda Márga Publications: https://ampspublication.com
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Juei-Ai Center, Taichung, Taiwan
By Rutger Tamminga

NHE Teacher Education

During the months of December 2020 to February
2021, we had our first ever introductory
Neohumanist Teacher Training, at Juei-Ai Yoga
Center in Taichung. This twelve-day program was
attended by ten people, who learned about the NHE
philosophy, the main aspects of an NHE school,
several examples of NHE curricula, kids yoga and
meditation for children, and how to train teachers. It
was the first time to do this on a completely NHE
platform. Though the course was well received, I
observed special interest in the concept of Teacher
Circles, where I offered a framework for teachers to
improve themselves through colleague to colleague
discussion. The ‘Five steps to better teaching’ which
included honoring pure consciousness, self-knowledge and self-management as the first steps, was appreciated as a
practical tool for self-transformation by the teachers themselves.

Ecology of Joy

The Ecology of Joy program at Juei-ai has been going on regularly on
Saturdays. Its main focus is on learning to appreciate life by changing our
attitude. Dada Caetanyananda conducts the classes and has developed a
syllabus of several hundred stories that go along with the classes. He hopes
to put these online.

Yoga Teacher
Training

In the meantime, teacher
training on weekends has also
been on-going in Taichung
(pictured left). We just
completed a teacher training for yoga for children with special needs in
Taipei. Here we also introduced marma massage. There is a weekly teacher
training on the Circle of Love, with ten teachers.
Then there is Baby Yoga teacher training too.

Earth Lovers Family You Tube Channel

In the coming months we hope to make these programs available online. So far we have done
some recording on YouTube, under the Earth Lovers Family channel. In the coming months we
aim to do more. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW91paE6wJ2hXhWOtQyJ5rw
There is a lot going on here in Taiwan, but actually it is all about one thing: making people more
aware about the beauty and application of Neohumanist Education.

https://nhcollege.gurukul.edu/
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TURBOMANDALA

Where dynamism joins the sublime
By Michela Urbani

Inspired by the guiding principle of education "Sa Vidya ya Vimuktaye”- true education
leads to liberation - the Turbomandala project was born in Italy with the aim of pushing
human knowledge toward infinite horizons. The goal we have set ourselves as a team is to
share the kind of knowledge that allows people to understand what the purpose and goal of their life are and how it is
possible to live a balanced life in harmony with a world in constant change.
Through an online course platform that can be visited from the website www.turbomandala.it, it is possible to access a
series of courses that aim at gradual development of the person: it starts with information, and then moves on to theoretical
and practical training that can lead to a real personal transformation. And it is precisely this transformation that can take
place when we bear in mind what the ultimate goal of our life is: self-realization, the knowledge of our deepest self.
Training that takes into consideration human development on all its physical, mental and spiritual levels is the first step in
building a society that can achieve progress. Our courses take into consideration every aspect of advanced human
development: universal philosophy, spiritual practice, social vision, socioeconomic vision, scriptures and preceptor.
Just as a physical structure is supported by a psychic structure, the psychic structure also must be supported by a practical
spiritual philosophy. This allows human beings to move in the right direction. However, philosophy should be put into
practice through a system of physical, mental and spiritual practices that lead to the sublimation of matter into the psychic
realm and eventually, into pure consciousness. The highest levels of human development cannot be reached only by
dedicating ourselves to self-realization but also require an individual to develop a social vision that recognizes the
existence of a single indivisible human society and works towards the protection of all animate and inanimate entities on
the planet. Hence the urgent need to create an equitable socio-economic system that guarantees people the right to live in a
congenial environment and to develop. Social, philosophical and spiritual writings represent an authority regarding the
ideology to follow and are embodied by the preceptor who sets an example in the form of a benevolent leader.
Our project has just started thanks to a team made up entirely of volunteers who make their time and skills available and
who try to improve themselves every day with a lot of enthusiasm and willingness to learn. We are animated by a healthy
realism and universal idealism as well as by a sense of responsibility and a spirit of service. The whole world today is in a
state of suﬀering and it is up to us to help with our living example.
Currently the first two courses,
dedicated to balanced economy
(economy for all) and social
vision (one human society human society is one and
indivisible), are active and many
others are on the way

At the moment our website is only available in Italian but in the future, it may also be available in English so that we can
collaborate with many more people and expand our team. We invite you to visit our website, www.turbomandala.it, and
feel free to contact us if you feel inspired to support our project.
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Neohumanist College of Asheville Opens
Its Doors, Summer of 2021
By Ellen Landau and Sid Jordan

The Neohumanist College of Asheville
completed construction in the spring. It
will be offering a hybrid model of classes
and mentoring combining distance learning
with onsite instruction.
On 33 acres of land in the Blue Ridge
Mountains north of Asheville, North
Carolina in the USA, construction began in
November, 2017. First, we built a road and
a bridge to a slice of land on the side of a
mountain, then a barn, completed in the
spring of 2018. The barn is nestled in
between two creeks leading to the French
Broad River, the main artery of the
southeastern US watershed in the Blue
Ridge Mountains. It will be used as a
welcoming center as well as for classrooms
for science and ecology.
In the fall of 2018, the foundation was laid
for the administration building on a ridge
of the mountain top, upon which were
placed two 40 foot geodesic domes. In the
fall of 2019 we dug a well to provide water
for the complex. The drill bit struck an
underground river flowing 425 feet below
the surface of the top of the mountain down
to the French Broad. The campus double dome structure contains an administration
building, connected to the college’s first classroom and a learning lab.
Nine academic faculties are planned, beginning with NHE Teacher Preparation for
PreK-12 which will offer the college’s first courses to begin this Fall. Other
multidisciplinary faculties that are planned for the college are Philosophy,
Prout/Economics, Agriculture/Ecology, Arts/Music, Yoga & Wellness, Intuitional
Sciences, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences.

NHE pre-K to12 Teacher Preparation Online Program
A two-year program for NHE pre-K to 12 teacher preparation will begin online this September. A brief description of the
first four courses being offered, the first semester, follows. More details about the program will be available soon.
NHE-F 101

Introduction to Neohumanist Philosophy
Instructor: Didi Ananda Devapriya

This course will provide an in-depth introduction to the Neohumanist philosophy that underpins the Neohumanist
Education movement. It will explore the evolution of human social consciousness towards increasing awareness of our
inherent interconnection. It will examine the historical antecedents for the emergence of Neohumanism, as well as its
particular relevance as a deep, holistic response to the present context of climate collapse and accentuated social
inequalities. Participants will also explore the concept of human spiritual potential from a practical, rationalistic
standpoint.
Continued on Page 26
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ÁMIA – Ánanda Márga International
Academy - Singapore
By Dada Premamayananda

ÁMIA - Ánanda Márga International Academy, formerly known as ÁMYA - Ananda Márga Yoga Academy - was started
by ÁMGK in 2007 in Singapore and welcomed its first students in 2008. It was registered under the Ministry of Education
/ Committee for Private Education in the Year 2010. To date, more than 150 people from several nationalities have
graduated from the Yoga Teacher Training Courses conducted by AMIA.
In addition to the Yoga Teacher Training, we are planning to
offer the following future new courses.
• Future Economics, based on PROUT - the
Progressive Utilization Theory
• Neohumanist Education
• Meditation for Higher Consciousness
• Microvita – a new science
• Yoga Teacher Training Certificate (totally in Chinese
language.)
• Degree Yoga Teacher Training Course
• Yoga for Health
• Yoga and Organic Farming
For every batch of students, in whatever course AMIA
conducts, the synergy created during the course is unique and rewarding for all.
Below are the details of our most recent course. The next course to be offered by AMIA, the Yoga Teacher Training
Diploma Course, will start on the 2nd June 2021.

The 2021 Yoga Teacher Training Certificate Course in Yoga Science
The Yoga Teacher Training Certificate Course in Yoga Science,
Practices, and Lifestyle started on 11 January 2021 and ended on 23
April 2021. By the end of May, the last assignments of the students
will be over and the Diploma Course will start on June 2. The
Certificate program offers six modules for a total of 216 contact
hours. They are:
M1 Yoga History is presented partly through studying biographies of famous yogis and yogic lineages and traditions, and
partly by studying different famous yogic aphorisms, concepts, and definitions from different yogic schools.
M2 Yoga Science: From systematic observations and experiments, Yogis learn and deeply understand the functions of the
body and its relationship with the mind. In this module, we study Glands, Cakras, and Kuńd́ alinii; internal and external
Yantras; the use of Mantra in Meditation, and the relation between body, mind, and soul. We also study the Kośas or the
layers of the mind; all of these from a scientific perspective.
M3 Yoga Anatomy and Physiology: This module gives the students a scientific and practical understanding of how the
body and mind work and relate to each other. In Anatomy we study the body’s physical structure related to yoga
practices; and in Physiology, we learn how the organs, the metabolism, the breathing, etc. work in relation to ásanas and
other yogic practices.
M4 Yogic Lifestyle: The objective of this module is to give the student a deeper understanding and insight into the
different practical Yogic Lifestyles. It offers practical ways to become a modern yogi. We present a newly interpreted
Aśtáuṋga Yoga of Pataiṋjali, that is, Yama, Niyama, Ásana, Práńáyáma, Pratyáhára, Dhárańa, Dhyána, Samádhi. We also
present some of the Points for a Successful Life of Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti.
M5 Teaching Methodology and Professional Ethics trains students to become good and confident teachers through
public speaking exercises. We will also look into the qualities of a teacher and methods to assess their students’ needs.
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We learn public speaking; teaching styles; the role of demonstration and observation; faculty of knowledge;
communication process; personal and professional ethics of yoga instructors.
M6 Yoga Philosophy offers a broad and deep understanding of Yoga and Tantra philosophy.
Yogic Practices includes seventeen Ásanas from the book Carya Carya Part 3 by Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti. For each and
every ásana we do deep analysis, taking into consideration physical, mental, and spiritual benefits; involvement of the
muscles, organs, nerves, glands, and cakras; the modifications, the contraindications, and safety in and out.
In my experience with every course, the students bring to the YTT course their personal fragrance of life. They always
bring something unique, originality, and a lot of surprises. In this April 2021 YTT course that just ended, the students
brought the most innovative and creative series of warm-up sessions; elegance, grace, joyful and also strength were
remarkable. The creative flow was also documented with short video clips.
The teaching methodology and professional ethics module was not just a module for them; they applied it in every class at
an increasing rate to the level of excellence.
The use of technology was also applied, for the first time, we had a student attending one module
online. Yes, we are allowing students to register module by module and to attend the registered
module via web conferencing. During the weekend's sessions, we had meals together and for every
meal, there was very tasty and elegant food prepared for the delight of the palate and the eyes.
In the weekend modules, we had group examination sessions that helped students to bond even
better. The professional roles and experiences of the students in their private life were reflected in
the YTT course. Some of them are interested in becoming yoga teachers. Some are not and took the YTT course for their
personal knowledge and to add more experiences in their personal life. I express many thanks to Angelene, Carlyn,
Eugene, Carine, Balakrshanan and Lina who attended this YTT Certificate Course.
For more information, please visit: http://amiaglobal-sg.com/
You may also write to: amiaglobal-sg@gmail.com

Continued from Page 24
Neohumanist College of Asheville Opens Its Doors, Summer of 2021
NHE-F 103

Neohumanist Philosophy of Education
Instructor: Dr. Kathleen Kesson
This course will introduce participants to the foundational concepts of a Neohumanist philosophy of education in the
context of an overview of major Western philosophical traditions of the 20th and 21st centuries. A Neohumanist
philosophy of education offers new understandings of the concept of the human, what it means to “know” and how
knowing happens, an expanded perspective on ethics and their importance in education, and a new understanding of the
role of aesthetics in human experience and what the arts contribute to a Neohumanist education.
NHE-F 105

Inside Out: Personal Development for Neohumanist Educators
Instructors: Linda Baker and Dr. Sid Jordan
This course will offer transformative practices that contribute to physical, emotional, social, mental and spiritual
development for Neohumanist educators. This holistic set of practices integrates personal and social transformation. To
achieve this integration educators must be examples of different ways of knowing, doing and being for themselves and
their students. The key to this personal and social transformation is to develop a rationalistic mentality that serves the
welfare of all.
NHE-F 107

Child Development from a Neohumanist Perspective
Instructor: Ruai Gregory, M.A.
As Neohumanist educators, it is imperative that we have foundational grounding in child development concepts and
theories. This course explores and situates child development through the NHE lens. We will approach the physical,
social, emotional, cognitive, moral and spiritual development of the whole child, along with the educational implications,
with a critical and intuitional eye.
For more detail on the Neohumanist Teacher Education Program, and to apply for the program, please visit the
college’s website at <nhca.gurukul.edu> or write to: nhcollege.admin@gurukul.edu.
College Address: Neohumanist College of Asheville, 160 Wellness Way, Marshall, NC 28753.
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REFLECTIONS ON NEOHUMANIST
SOLUTIONS FOR A WORLD IN CRISIS
BY DR. MARCUS BUSSEY

Change is in the air! Change of course is disruptive, scary, often tumultuous and definitely challenging! Change requires
us to change: rethink, even caste aside, old habits; devise and explore new pathways into the future. Sometimes change is
so intense, so widespread, layered and omnipresent that we experience it as crisis. In recent years the acceleration of
change elements has increased exponentially as each dimension of change intersects with other change processes. 2020
seemed to be the perfect storm for change-as-crisis and, as such, it was fitting to end the year with a global conference
hosted by Ananda Marga Gurukula on the theme Neohumanist Solutions for a World in Crisis.
As conferences go it was highly successful drawing over 1000 people from 80 plus countries, offering an Eastern and
Western hemisphere selection of 33 sessions drawing on the skills and insights of 70 experts. And all this over an action
packed four days from December 11 to December 14. Furthermore all sessions were recorded and can now be accessed on
line through the dedicated Neohumanist College website. Of course, none of this would have been possible without the
efforts of a wide range of people working on concept, infrastructure, networking and more! Thanks to you all!
As noted above, change is not a singular ‘thing’. Change on the scale we are currently experiencing is profoundly rooted
in a world of interconnected systems. Economic change, political change, environmental change, existential change,
cultural change, technological change and more are coalescing to create a deep sense of emergence, spiritual expansion
and (dare I say it) dread.
Neohumanism is a gift for such times as these as it offers a positive and practical philosophy of engagement with the
world. It links the internal work on self we need to do with action in the world. It offers a vision of the world as a
connected and living consciousness in which we all participate. It gives us the chance to participate as conscious,
spiritually aware beings rather than as sleepwalkers into the future. It is rational and devotional in that it looks at the world
and our place in it critically, from a spiritual perspective asking questions such as: “In whose interests are we working?
How can we increase all beings’ access to the generosity of our planet without depleting its resources or favouring a
particular group/species? What new skills, practices or ideas do we need to embrace to further and birth a new relational,
Neohumanist, consciousness on the planet? How does the personal and the planetary, the social and the cultural, the
economic and the environmental, and so on find a win-win story to carry us beyond crisis? How can I love that which I
fear or do not understand?”
Such questions require us to be clear headed and yet approach all problems as devotional challenges in which we draw up
what Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar, the founder of Neohumanism, called ‘loving stamina’. To date, our world has been viewed as
the stage upon which humanity enacted its evolutionary story. The world was a resource, like a mother giving endlessly of
her bounty. This is no longer possible as we are discovering the world has physical limits. It is now time to explore other
pathways and to give back to our mother Earth with loving devotion. This conference lays out a clear agenda for this
work.
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The 33 sessions showcase a wide variety of approaches to the challenges of our time. If we divide them into sections we
can see workshops on self-development, socio-economics and governance, agriculture, education, the new science of
Microvita, rural development projects, the arts, history, social justice, devotional practice, sustainable energy, futures
thinking, indigenous values and of course meditation, spirituality and yoga. To map this we can turn to the four quadrant
model offered by integral theorist Ken Wilber (2001) in which Neohumanism deals with the external world of things; the
social and structural world of processes; the cultural world of values, beliefs and aspirations; and finally, the
personal/subjective world of each individual’s hopes and fears, ethics and spirit. Such a model looks like this (Figure 1):
Currently, all quadrants are under pressure and
experiencing crisis. Thus, we find that the
material world is suffering degradation, climate
change, fires and deforestation but also
resource scarcity and distortions in distribution.
The social world of institutions and
infrastructure is struggling to manage the
structures we have created to support our
societies and failing to take account of the
environmental impacts of our clever handiwork
such as cities, industries and agriculture. The
cultural world is failing to provide positive and
inclusive ‘stories’ to manage these pressures
and in many parts of the world it is retreating
into socio and geo-sentimental positions that
privilege specific slices of humanity over
others. The personal sphere is under multiple
pressures and given the stresses faced by the
other quadrants is caught between terror of
social and environmental collapse and a sense
of promise that maybe all these crises are
leading to something profoundly new and
special.
As a holistic philosophy, Neohumanism
promises and actively fosters a bright future
in which all quadrants are addressed with
imagination, devotion and grit. As a
civilisational project Gurukul has been
created to bring together all elements working
towards such a future. This is not a utopian
future but a spectrum of spiritually pragmatic
futures in which local and global, material
and spiritual are equally represented. We can
see this in the diversity of workshops offered.
The material is addressed through service
projects such as show cased in considerations
of a benevolent agriculture (Session 9), the
spiritualisation of matter (Sessions 25 and 29)
and reimagining energy for the future
(Session 13).
These considerations obviously are reflected
also in a Neohumanist approach to the social
structures and institutions of agriculture,
science, local economics mentioned just now
in the material domain. But also, we find in
the Social domain thinking and action
involving education (Sessions 4, 17 and 24),
social justice (Sessions 5 and 6), food
security and economic democracy (Sessions
9, 4 and 28), NGO work (Session 15),

Personal
Reality

Material
Reality

Cultural
Reality

Social
Reality

Figure 1: Four Quadrant Model (Slaughter and Bussey, 2005)
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Neohumanist Solutions for a World In Crisis
Opening - EAST

Marcus Bussey, Sohail Inayutullah, Dada
Shambhushivananda

2

Anandanagar: An Eco-Community Model for
the Post-COVID Era

Dada Shambhushivananda, Galina Zhyravel

3

Neohumanist Solutions for a World In Crisis
Opening - WEST

Didi Ananda Devapriya, Sohail Inayutullah, Dada
Shambhushivananda, Marcus Bussey

4

Aligning Localization, Economic Democracy
and Education

Kathleen Kesson, Howard Nemon, Ramesh
Bjonnes, Dada Maheshvarananda

5

Abolition as a Modern Framework for Care,
Community and Accountability

Lidia Sebhat

6

Building a Future Based on Justice and
Equality

Nada Kadher, Alberta Pedroja, Liila Hass, Ricky
Peterson, Briana Gilmore

7

Neohumanist Relational Narrative for
Individual and Social Transformation

Sid Jordan, Marcus Bussy, Linda Baker

8

How the Arts, Science, and Media Can
Support Neohumanism

Rebekah Moan, Michael Towsey, Henryque
Cunha, Igor Amin

9

Towards Food Security and Community
Empowerment - EAST

David Hardwick, Yie-Ru Chiu, Dada
Dharmavedananda,
Johan Pellsater, Kalyanii KL Chew

10

Yoga as a Response to the COVID-19 Crisis

Anju Tileshwari Sakhtivel, Ranjan Dev

11

Arts for Liberation

Divyendu Anand, Inka Mbing, Ole Brekke

12

Nourishing the Land, Touching the Heart,
and Raising the Spirit with the Supra
Aesthetic Science of Kiirtan

Jyoshna LaTrobe
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13

Pathways for a Sustainable Energy Future

Khun Krisada Kampanatsanyakorn, Avishek
Ranjan, and Vikram Saraph

14

Motherhood and Migration: Two Powerful
Forces for a Neohumanist World

Didi Ananda Uttama

15

The Principle of Social Equality in Action: an
NGO's Direct Experience

Peter Sage, Tarek Dib, Femilya Putri, Eugenia
Nwankwo, Demeter Russavof

16

New Ideas in Global Governance and
Leadership

Satya Tanner, Howard Nemon, Craig Runde

17

Reimagining Education for a New Era WEST

Didi Ananda Devapriya, Eric Jacobson, Sohail
Inayatullah, Mahajyoti Glassman, Yolanda
Koning, Rutger Tamminga, Didi Ananda
Muktivrata, Didi Ananda Jaya

18

Transforming Climate Disaster: Indigenous
Answers for Planetary Survival and
Resilience

Matt Oppenheim

19

Alternative Views of History for New Futures

Marcus Bussey, Charles Paprocki, Justin
Hewitson, Linda Baker

20

Yoga Practice to Address the Next Pandemic:
Mental Health

Kristine Weber

21

Dreams and Disruptions

Shermon O. Cruz, Shiela Castillo, Marcus Bussey

22

Amplifying Voices from the Margins

Advaita Rajendra, Nabin Jana, Neha Sharma,
Ashish Ranjan

23

Revisiting Human History

Didi Ananda Rama, Bedabati Chowdhary

24

Reimagining Education for a New Era - EAST

Didi Ananda Devapriya, Sohail Inayatullah,
Sunandita Bhowmik, Rutger Tamminga, Ann
Donoghoe, Didi Ananda Muktivrata, Christian
Franceschini, Eric Jacobson

25

Microvita: The Cosmic Secret - EAST

Uttam Pati, Hans-Joachim Rudolph, Surendra
Verma, Vartika Jain

26

Neohumanism and Spirituality - EAST

Aditya Mohanty, Ram Nath Jha, Dada
Shambhushivananda

27

Meditation, Spirituality, and Neohumanism WEST

Sucharit Katyal, Richard Maxwell, Dada
Shambhushivananda, Didi Ananda Lalita, Dada
Rainjitananda

28

Towards Food Security and Community
Empowerment - WEST

Charles Paprocki, Maitri Ersson, Francisco Dinis,
Steve Phillips

29

Microvita: The Cosmic Secret - WEST

Richard Gauthier, Sucharit Katyal

30

Global Economy in the Coming Decade

Ravi Batra

31

Nutrition for Body, Mind, and Planet

Ramesh Bjonnes, Clayton Keshava Horton
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Neohumanist Solutions for a World in Crisis
Closing - EAST

Marcus Bussey, Sohail Inayutullah, Dada
Shambhushivananda

Neohumanist Solutions for a World Crisis
Closing - WEST

Didi Ananda Devapriya, Marcus Bussey, Dada
Shambhushivananda, Sohail Inayutullah

economics (Session 30), eco-community
(Session 2) and the media (Session 8). Such
social pursuits are clearly connected to the
Cultural domain. This is where the values,
beliefs and also the ideological work is done –
it is also where collective spiritual movement
resides. Thus we find in the conference
sessions work on the devotional practice of
kirtan (Session 12), the role of the arts and
supra-aesthetic science (Sessions 8, 11 and
12), a rethinking of History (Sessions 19 and
23), explorations of futures thinking (Session
21), yogic practices as a tool for dealing with
Covid-19 (Session 10), thoughts on leadership
(Session 16), motherhood and migration
(Session 14) and education is as relevant here
as it is to the Social.
There were also two sessions offered on
Neohumanism and Spirituality (Sessions 26
and 27) which bridge the cultural and the
personal in a delightful way. The personal of
course has roots in all three quadrants covered
but also has its own intimate space and was
addressed by sessions on personal narratives
(Session 7), kirtan (Session 12), yoga (Session
20) and nutrition (Session 31).
As if this list is not impressive enough there
was a cultural program running between
sessions featuring a range of musical and
cultural delights such as Balinese acro-yoga,
harp playing with and without voice, violin
and sitar and much more. There is also a
project exhibition which is excellently curated
to capture the creativity and diversity of
Neohumanist work. In addition, there is a
space for a comprehensive Gurukul tour.
Finally, some important voices speaking from
the Neohumanist perspective but prominent in
the wider academic and social change world
were also on deck to provide insight, depth
and hope including Professor Ravi Batra,
Professor Sohail Inayatullah, Professor
Kathleen Kesson and Mr Khun Krisada
Kampanatsanyakorn.

In this way the conference laid out for all
attendees the depth and breadth of the
Gurukul vision and the Neohumanist project.
For me, Neohumanism is a civilizational
project committed to exploring, testing and
developing the relational, spiritual and practical tools for the next step in human evolution. Such a step is both a step
backwards and forwards. This is a paradox, but it is important to recognise that by ‘backward’ I mean returning to the
deep relationship with earth, the living and non-living, that characterises pre-agricultural peoples; by ‘forwards’, I mean
stepping into a new paradigm of co-creativity and meaning, the elements of which are still beyond us on the very fringes
of our capacity to imagine. This space is nonetheless real. It is what is calling to us to continue to do the work of
civilization building that the world needs. Such work is the best way to respond to Crisis – it helps us rise above the
symptoms and work towards optimal and inclusive futures for all.
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Some Hints on Education
By Shrii P. R. Sarkar

From Talks on Education, April 1981, Calcutta,
EE7 Published in: Discourses on Neohumanist Education [a compilation] and Prout in a Nutshell Part 18 [a
compilation]
How to impart education has always been a very poignant question. The influence of the environment has a
tremendous impact on the human mind. The environment in which one is born and brought up continues to exert a
tremendous influence till the last days, till the dying stage, of human life. According to the type of education imparted,
one’s psychic environment is built up. The psychic environment is more powerful in human life than the physical
environment.
Let me drop a few hints. You apply your intelligence and try to understand. Suppose a man is born in a minority
community in a particular country. He is put under severe strain because of the atrocities perpetrated on him. In this
case, though the country does have an environmental influence on him, due to psychic pressure he leaves his country
and defects to another country. This happens because psychic influence is stronger than the influence of the physical
environment.
If we wish to do maximum good to the people, we must find out the proper way, the best way, to impart
education. If we can mould our minds in the proper way, then everything is accomplished. As soon as the mind is in
the proper shape, the people understand where to seek inspiration from. That is, it is to be sought from Parama Puruśa
(Supreme Consciousness).
Education is just remoulding the old structure of the mind and goading it unto the highest state of realisation, the
exalted status of Supreme Veracity, the highest status of factualities.
We have to keep in view three fundamentals before imparting education.
The first is that education must always be based on factuality. There must not be the injection of any dogma or
fanaticism or any type of geographical or racial chauvinism in the education system.
The second fundamental is that education must awaken the thirst for knowledge in the students’ minds. The students
themselves will create environmental pressure by persistent demands for answers to queries like: What is the answer?
Is it correct? The longing, “I wish to know… I wish to understand and assimilate the entire universe” should be
created. Such a thirst for knowledge should be created in the minds of students. A learner, in Arabic, is called “tálib-ulilm”, meaning “a genuine seeker of knowledge.” So a tremendous thirst for knowledge must be awakened in the
students’ minds. They will constantly pry their teachers, their parents and their neighbours with questions like: Why is
this so? What is that? Why does that happen? Why does this not happen? etc. They are ready to assimilate the entire
universe.
The third fundamental of education is that teachers and students should have a balanced mind, unaffected, unassailed
by unimportant entities.
These are the three fundamentals of education. Education is a must not only for human beings, but also for all living
beings. For instance, if you train a dog, you can take much work from it. If you train a cow, it will give greater service.
Some people may ask: Why does Ananda Marga run many kindergarten schools and not many high schools,
degree colleges and universities? A kindergarten school is something basic and the mission of making human beings
is accomplished here. If one has already become a thief or a criminal, in that case university education for such a
person is of no avail. One is to be moulded in one’s childhood. If one receives the fundamentals of education in the
formative period of one’s life, one will keep oneself alright in the teeth of the greatest trials and tribulations in life. A
bamboo, when green, can be shaped or bent in any way you like. Once it ripens, any attempt to reshape it will break it.
This is why more stress is to be laid on kindergarten schools. Such schools are the first phase of making human beings.
So, what is the need of education? Proper education enables one to stand against the influence of the physical
environment and awaken the psychic urge to attain a higher life, that is, the ideological goal. This gives a person much
inspiration. We should do our best to impart proper education not only to the entire humanity, but also to all created
beings. We can impart training to all trees, plants and birds, and put them on the path of welfare.
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Science in Neohumanist Schools
By Rutger Tamminga

For the past twenty-five years as a Neohumanist educator in Taiwan my focus has been on literature (storytelling) and arts.
It was only recently (the last two years) that working on the Circle of Love curriculum let me realize that I had not been
giving enough emphasis on science. Stories and arts stimulate creativity and connection to feelings and identity. For me
that had always been the main focus of my education. In Neohumanist philosophy however Shrii P.R. Sarkar also
emphasizes the formation of a ‘rationalistic mentality’. I had often seen that as something separate from the creative and
personal development I emphasized. How ignorant was I!
In researching and designing my version of the Circle of Love, I realized that science is not what I remember from my
school years anymore, where you work with formulas you have memorized (but not fully understood) to come to the
correct answers regarding gravity and the speed of light or sound. Science is about a journey towards truth, the relativity of
our observations and the discovery of the beauty and interconnectedness of all of life. And while story tackles similar
issues through poetry and fantasy, science does so within the parameters of logic, verifiable observation and measuring.
Could they fulfill the same purpose?
The first book that set me off on this journey was Neil Shubin’s book, Your Inner Fish. He outlines the connection
between the human body and the evolution of life forms. He explains how the structure of the trilateral brain originates in
cockroach-like insects, eyes (cells sensitive to light) began in worm-like centipedes in Asia, our limbs began in the first
fish that left water, and our ear structure is linked to the gills in fish. He goes on in much detail how we are linked to a
wide variety of life forms in the universe. The human body as a product of evolution, was that not the central idea of the
Circle of Love?
Another key aspect of the Circle of Love curriculum is that we are children of the universe. I had heard many times that
‘we are made of stardust’. What I did not know was the scientific understanding, that the heat and pressure in stars
provided the environment to transform the hydrogen and helium that pervade the universe, into more complex elements
such as carbon and oxygen.
Science, I realized, if taught with a philosophical perspective can bring greater self-awareness, and a deeper selfknowledge that can set us free from the anthropocentric mentality that pervades our lives and give us a realization of our
universal nature.
As I continued my work, I set up some suggestions for a Neohumanist approach to science, which I share here below:

1.

Start with a question

Research on teaching of science finds that scientific information itself
does not always most efficiently encourage scientific thinking. The
suggestion is that instead we start with learning to ask questions and
look for answers. Some ideas I have been working on for lower
elementary are:
Why does the wind blow?
How far are the stars?
Why do birds sing?
How many colors does a rainbow have?
Can we live without bees?
How heavy are clouds?
These questions are the foundations for scientific observations.

2.

Keep explanations simple.

When you talk about the heat of the sun, how do you explain nuclear fusion? Online one suggestion offered is with
marshmallows. Hydrogen is one marshmallow. Helium is two marshmallows. When two Hydrogens fuse (squeeze two
marshmallows) you get Helium and a lot of heat.
It may be simple but it lays the foundation for a deeper approach in later years.
Similarly when we teach the rock cycle, initially I would avoid the terms sedimentary, metamorphic or igneous rock. The
learning curve for my students would be too steep. Instead I talk about ‘water rock’, ‘earth rocks’ and ‘volcanic rocks’.
These are more familiar vocabulary.
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3.

Make it practical and doable.

4.

Preserve your own wonder.

5.

A wider context.

The number of science experiments available online is almost limitless. Actually doing them is a lot fun, especially when
they go wrong! While YouTube provides many ‘super simple science’ experiments, actually doing them and failing makes
my students extremely happy, and most interestingly extremely keen to find out why things went wrong. Isn’t that
science?
As a novice in the field of science teaching I am still surprised at discoveries that people have made. Understanding the
world with this scientific perspective, has helped me greatly on my personal journey of discovery of identity. That feeling
of joy and wonder transfers to my students. For example we usually say a rainbow has seven colors. But a dog may only
see two (yellow and blue), while most spiders only see green. Many animals might not see colors at all. While others can
also the UV and Infrared wave lengths and see a whole new world, beyond our imagination. So how many colors does a
rainbow have? It really depends who you are. Sight, which so strongly shapes our perspective on reality, is so unreliable!
Then what is really true?
Many cultures have their own creation stories. The aboriginal Australians talk about the Sun mother, some native
Americans see the Earth as being carried by a turtle. All these stories shape the philosophies, values and behavior of their
peoples.
While these stories may not correspond to our scientific observations, they teach interconnection, respect, transcendence,
grace and other high moral values. Today our society has no real wider context for our lives. Our old creation story does
not work anymore. We have to reintroduce the child to a connection with the universe, and the universe’s origin through a
new story that can form the framework for scientific exploration. A story that offers the values the traditional cultures
offered their people and at the same time one that can withstand the scrutiny of scientific and rationalistic mentality.
Without this larger framework scientific exploration can be fun, exciting and stimulate a lot of good ideas, but lacks the
integral connection that Neohumanist educators aim to cherish and protect.
Proponents of eco-psychology, a branch of psychology that sees our relation with nature as identical with the relation we
have with our selves, also supports integrating the spiritual with our understanding of nature. Science, the logical and
rational can come together with the spiritual.

The Circle of Love offers such a perspective.
I hope this sharing can inspire a larger discussion on the role of science in Neohumanist schools. At the moment I am
working on a set of fifty books (Science Readers) to help children below ten get familiar with some of the concepts,
vocabulary and processes of science. A lot of these resources will become available in 2023/4. If there are others active in
this field, I would like to learn their observations and suggestions.
Our new version of the Circle of Love is available in digital form for those interested.
We did a lot of art work, story props and worksheet resources. The science readers will be integrated with this.
One paper cup seems not
strong, but many together can
carry the weight of even a
heavy person. A symbolic
science activity for the power
of many working together.
Our solar cooker baked small
bread buns in over three
hours. The sun really added
an extraordinary flavor
to the otherwise bland bread.
Warmly recommended

.
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The Circle of Love
The water I see
I am the water
And that water is me.
In some place that water became
solid earth firm and strong like
mountains of rock.

A long time ago, there only was
love. Pure, beautiful love.
No trees, no mountains, no fish,
even no sun, stars nor moons.
And I am that love
The love that I see
I am the love
And that love is me.
Deep inside itself, Love burst with
joy and became space…filled with
quiet, stillness, peace.
And I am that space
The space I see
I am the space
And that space is me.
In that space small particles were
moving around. They became the
wind.
And I am that wind
The wind I see
I am the wind
And that wind is me.
But it was dark, totally dark in that
world, and that wind became
sparkling light ….
And I am that light
The light I see
I am the light
And that light is me
In that world of space and air, and
pure light, came water to cool the
air flowing like rivers of rain….
And I am that water

And I am that earth
The earth I see
I am the earth
And that earth is me.
In this world of five elements came
life: little plants with leaves that
began to grow and became flowers,
shrubs and trees
And I am those plants
The plants I see
I am the plants
And those plants are me.
And on those plants there came
little creepy crawly insects that
crawled over the stones and rocks.

And I am those birds
The birds I see
I am the birds
And those birds are me.
Love changed forever and the birds
became mammals - elephants and
whales, cats and giraffes, monkeys
And I am those mammals
The mammals I see
I am the mammals
And those mammals are me.
And those mammals finally
became
Us, people.
And I am the people
The people I see
I am the people
And those people are me.

And I am those insects
The insects I see
I am the insects
And those insects are me.

And people, what will we become?
We flow back to that love.
Because that is what all of life is
And that is what we are.
So close your eyes, and sit and
feel:

In this world of insects and plants,
there came fish and other creatures
of the sea, twirling and dancing,
pouncing around.

And I am that love
The love that I see
I am the love
And that love is me.

And I am those fish
The fish I see
I am the fish
And those fish are me.
These creatures of the sea became
reptiles - turtles and snakes, lizards
and dinosaurs
And I am those reptiles
The reptiles I see
I am the reptiles
And those reptiles are me.
And these reptiles learned to fly
and became the birds.
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The Subtlety of the Parent/Child Relationship
A Neohumanist Parents’ Perspective
By Sofi Sonalii Wallin Steen

Being born is an auspicious event. We do not hold the ability to know the secrets of creation within our intellectual human
mind. We can do our best to explain the wisdom life has given us about our existence, but the mystery of the reality
beyond those words remains. Likewise, is the true identity of each person being born, but nonetheless we learn that the
capacity of a human being’s ability can be beyond our imagination. At the time of being a child, all doors are open and the
child will enter the world through them. If we introduce them to a world with flowers spread at their feet and give them the
confidence to tread that ground, a child can truly flourish and prosper as themselves in life and make the world better
together with others on this earth.
Raising a child to live their life with authenticity is unavoidably going to also teach you to live your life with
authenticity
Say you are a new parent, a teacher, or and adult at the beginning of a relationship between you and a child. The jittery
feeling of getting to know one and another, leading up to the joy of sharing each other’s gifts, as a subtle relationship takes
form from underneath it all. In yogic philosophy it is said to be because of samskaras (reactive momenta or latent
tendencies) that you face persons (as well as events) in your life journey. There are qualities within a relationship that
offer resolutions for your personal growth. It can be challenging, rewarding or a mix of the two, as reactive momenta
trigger your emotional, mental and physical interest and you respond. Without samskaras you wouldn't have anything to
overcome, nothing to learn and nothing that triggers you to grow.
In a relationship with a child, the responsibility is on the adult not to impose one’s own personal life frustrations onto the
child. The nature of a child is like a well of water searching for deep understanding of their true beings. They will mirror
themselves in everything they see and play out the scenarios they meet in order for their playful mind to grasp the sense it.
Their minds are innocently researching and storing up emotions that then become seated in their physical body and color
their intellect in their life thereafter. You become the first access to their new world and as the child will reflect his/her self
in you, she will also project his/herself in you by acting out what people sometimes called in “a childish manner”. Be
careful not to judge or act in a way that will tell the child that she is inadequate or “just a child” or “childish” as if the
child is something bad. The child has the intellect to learn with great speed. Their intellect has not matured yet, but it is
gathering tons of information and saving it in themselves which they will use later on in life as tools in new situations. Be
a leading adult that through benevolence and the wisdom, sees your own role as the trendsetter to the child.
Kids have an innate need to feel that they belong to this world and will do what you do rather than do what you say.
Follow the urge to look deeper and deeper yet, to become aware of the underlying factors in you that affect the child.
Some factors will hinder the relationships progress, and not help the child grow as much as it will challenge it. If
resolution is not within reach, the lesson remains still unlearned for both you and the child, that unfinished confusion will
pass on and affectthe world around with confusion. Practice to increase your presence so that your awareness expands and
resolution opens up like the petals of a flower. Use meditation as your weapon to achieve anything in life. Your deep
intuition that comes to you when going deep within yourself will tell you what to do in difficult situations as the intuition
then crosses a bridge to your intellect and creativity when performing a wholesome practice for your own inner self.
Strive for that which makes the heart sing and gives food to the soul
As children go about learning the ways of life with their great speed, they constantly ask questions and insist on their
whims and wills. They are like sponges that enthusiastically soak in all colors. They are lives that have come to the world
to do something of utmost importance and they need all the energy and good tools. They insist that they need to do what
they want NOW. Obstacles rise to meet the child and we sometimes may think there are complications in execution that
prevent the child from receiving our support in their requests. Most times it all comes down to your practical inflexibility
in meeting a request or your belief that the child is inflexible when they don’t listen to you explain how it is not possible.
You are learning about your limitations. But if you expand your mind, think about it, then the limitations are often easier
to overcome than you first think. Usually the process becomes a learning experience of cause and effect which captures
the minds of everyone involved and makes the original expectation less stubbornly important. That way the child will have
the satisfaction of the research of the project rather than a result. Everything becomes more easygoing for both you and the
child. You are no longer trying to raise perfect humans but rather searching for learning and growth experiences that will
only make perfection as the result.
In Neo Humanism the knowledge of the soul creates a possibility to go beyond your limitations and learn to see how to
meet the child with fierce optimism and support for their energetic spirits, not limitations on their expanding creativity, in
order for them to feel fulfillment and an exhilarating feeling of life force. It can seem impossible to fulfill their wishes,
but only because they are also knocking on the doors to your own heart. Everyone wishes to live life in natural ecstasy
with a sense of divine meaningfulness. The child’s soul journey becomes highly important, for them, for your own souls’
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journey, and also for the world around. You are both gifts and your actions become gifts as well, as you are truly learning
from each other as equals.
Sonalii Sofi Wallin Steen is a mother of three, multiple artist and handicraftworker, and ahs worked in Neo Humanist childrenhomes
and preschools. Originally from Sweden, she now lives with her family between two masterunits in United States

The Need for a Neohumanist Vision in Research
and Pedagogical Practice

By Alexia Martinelli, Pedagogist in Yogasofia Project and Association
Ankur Yoga, Italy
For the past 3 years, thanks to the collaboration and commitment of several experts in the education field, I have been
working on a research project assigned to the Neohumanist Academy (www.anandamargiitalia.it) to which I belong. For
quite some time now we have been investigating the best way to spread the concept of Neohumanism by integrating it
with various studies that have long impacted the fields of pedagogy, sociology and psychology. On several occasions we
have seen that some of these studies could perfectly integrate the Neohumanist vision, while others would need to fine
tune the way they observe reality, through Neohumanism.
This is for example one of the goals we have for our project Yogasofia in Italy (www.yogasofia.info). We address our
research also to educators who are neophytes in the field. It is not an easy task to question well-established theories
applying a holistic and universalistic approach.
During the last few days, for example, I had a discussion with a friend and colleague of mine on Bowlby's famed
attachment theory, which is valued by most of the psychologists and educators. Without undermining his work, which for
sure offers one of the possible interpretations on the issue,
we should ask ourselves whether his suppositions would be
still considered valid if observed from a neohumanist and
holistic perspective.
In such experiments the child is not analysed in a systematic
way and is often observed only through the first levels of
consciousness, without taking into consideration the yogic
science dealing with samskara (reactive momenta or latent
tendencies), the family tree influence, and other conditions
that could strongly affect the way the child reacts to the
situation.
In the course of history humans have often jumped to
conclusions, for example by seeing the mother’s behavior as
the cause of autism. The purely analytical vision, in my
opinion, should be discouraged in the field of Neohumanistic
research, which is based on a comprehensive approach. This
could really bring us closer to the various possible ways that
Consciousness is expressed in each single person.
This new approach would positively influence the educators’
attitude, leading them to refrain from simple judgments that
can give an immediate sense of confidence but prevent the
individual to evolve in complete freedom.

Society must ensure that proper care is taken of human babies who are totally dependent on the care
and protection of their parents for their existence. These helpless children can only convey their pain
and discomfort through tears. To raise children from infancy to maturity is an immensely important
task. I have said before that the members of society must advance in unison. The newborn babe is
another traveler on the path. Shrii P. R. Sarkar
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Sunrise Thornbury

A second Sunrise preschool in Melbourne, Australia
By Didi Ananda Nirupama

Although this preschool and long day care service project has been operating since May 2016, the structure and furniture
still feels new. The facility has a natural feel both on the
inside and in the playground, with plenty of green plants,
small trees and bush. It is a peaceful space with a beautiful
vibration, more like a “Didis house”, according to Kai, a 3
year old new child and his mum.

The Premises
The front of the building has a typical Victorian style but
on the inside it has had a complete makeover and looks
very different from kindergartens in the area. The layout of
the building is unique and was well-thought out. The
classroom has two skylights that brighten it during the day
and the building is powered with solar energy.
Sunrise is a preschool for 3 to 5 year-olds, with an
operating capacity of 22 children a day. The children’s
tables were custom made. They are 3-segment tables with
wheels and can be shaped into an S, can be used in three
different corners for independent play, or can be used in a
circle with a big plant in the middle. They are practical,
beautiful and useful for all types of activities. I am happy
that we that had the furniture made according to our
preference and taste.
We strive to use only natural and ecologically-friendly
materials for all indoor and outdoor activities.
The playground has two small Weeping Birch trees that are
popular with the children for play. They hide behind the
weeping leaves and have so much fun around the bush area.
There are 5 citrus fruit trees on the property. The big lemon
tree gives us an abundance of fruit all year round.

The Program
The children arrive between 8 and 9am and play freely until morning circle, which starts at
9.15am and ends at 9.35am. Kinder teachers setup the classroom with a focus on the theme
that they prepare during planning. They are given 2 ½ hours daily for planning. Often the
children choose to play outside. We encourage them to spend more time outdoors for health
reasons.
We have 4 qualified kinder teachers and 3 educators. The classroom has a number of different
setup corners for children to play in. These include a book corner with a couch, a light panel
corner, a sensory feel setup corner (slime, playdough, sand, arts and craft, manipulative toys
etc) and a lego table.
We commence morning circle by reciting the “Acknowledgment of Country”- acknowledging the traditional owners of the
land followed by songs like “Good morning Dear Earth”, “Let all the children waken” (from Didi Ananda Mitra’s Circle
of Love book, 1986), “Quiet Place” and many others. This is followed by kiirtan and meditation. We set up a tiny round
table with candles and flowers in the middle and two deserving children will be asked to blow out the candles when
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morning circle finishes. Some of the other things that we
do are weather forecast, ‘what day is it today?’ and the
children share an exciting event that happened with them
over the weekend.
This is followed by morning tea and free play until around
10.30 when group time is called to prepare the children for
a trip to a park. We are so fortunate to have several small
parks nearby.
If the weather permits, we go to a park every day and
return by noontime for lunch. Sometimes we have lunch
at the park. We also have a sports instructor teaching the
children how to play different kinds of sports and how to
follow rules in sports. This happens in the 4th term as
children grow bigger and stronger and would require
proper instruction to advance their interest in sports.
Children are asked to vote for the park they wish to go and
a child chosen by the teacher will lead and choose a
partner for every friend. They hold hands while walking in
twos or threes. They are encouraged to play with every
other child in the class and are encouraged to participate,
ask questions and talk about events or a theme the kinder
teacher planned and prepared. They love taking charge in
all activities. The “teacher of the day” was introduced to
give each child a turn to be in charge.
We have observed that having the park trips every day has
helped the children develop fast socially, emotionally and
cognitively. Being responsible, attentive and gentle
personalities has increased the bonding among them.
Children learn math on the way to and from the park. They
learn to recognise numbers from post boxes and by doing a
head count before leaving and on arrival back at the centre. On their return from the park, they go to the bathroom to wash
their hands or to use the toilet.
Before lunch we sing a “Thank you” while holding hands. The children have free play again until group time at 1.45pm in
preparation for rest or sleep. At rest time children listen to relaxing meditative music or an audio story from a podcast or
an aboriginal dreamtime story narrated by the elders. After half an hour of rest, they have afternoon tea at 3pm. We allow
and/or provide only sentient food. No sugary foods like jam are served. Children bring their own food, the centre serves
crackers for morning and afternoon tea, with vegemite and a non-dairy spread. On special occasions we serve vegan cakes,
which are loved by the children and everyone else.

Yearly Programs
We celebrate the birthday of Sunrise Thornbury on the 23rd of May every year. This year we will be celebrating our 5th
anniversary. At our 3rd anniversary celebration in 2018, we had a big morning circle at the park. Almost all the parents
from the three years since the school started were present.
We also have an end of the school year program in December. This is the time when the 4 and 5 year-olds say ‘goodbye’
as they are going to prep school. Due to the pandemic, we could not have it last year. We have organised an afternoon tea
with those children who are already at prep to join us and meet our current new friends next month.
We usually go on excursions three times a year – but because of covid restrictions, we missed them since last year.
Fundraising efforts were highly successful during the pre-covid years. With the coronavirus, it has come to a halt. Plans
are already being made for fundraising when the situation improves.
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Professional Development
We conduct a neohumanist education training for the staff every year.
In September we organised a professional development for the staff of both our centres. The topics covered were:
1. Improving Communication for Supportive Team Building - Ivana Milojevic
This training was especially important given that the COVID-19 health pandemic has created challenges in the education
sector. Ivana spoke about how well we manage conflicts - by using conflict minimising communication - significantly
shapes the future we experience. This interactive session dealt with cultivating greater capabilities in identifying and
responding skillfully and mindfully to conflicts, as individuals, as educators and in the workplace.
2. Neohumanism - More than Meditation. The role of Neohumanism in creating a transformed world – Sohail
Inayatullah
In this presentation, Sohail explored neohumanism as a day to day practice. Using a depth analysis approach, he suggested
alternative indicators, systems, and narratives for creating a world and an educational system inspired by Neohumanism.
3. The Foundation of Neohumanist Education – Didi Ananda Shamita’
Didi focused on the indispensible values of a NH Educator as well as the role of meditation in this vocation.
4. Exercises in a Neohumanist Education workplace – Dada Paramatmananda
Dada facilitated discussions examining assumptions in social values and weighing them against Neohumanist values as
applied to a kindergarten setting.
The training was conducted mostly via Zoom. Following this seminar, 6 staff members completed a 6-week beginner's
meditation and yoga course.
Parent Involvement and Feedback
Almost all parents, past and present, say that they are very drawn and attracted to the philosophy of the preschool. The
main feature of the preschool is the philosophy put into practice like vegetarianism, daily yoga and meditation,
sustainability and practices of using local and natural resources like eco/biodegradable materials wipes, tissues and natural
cleaning products; and the broad goals of Yama and Niyama.
Parents love joining morning circle with the chanting and meditation with the children every morning. They like that the
children are learning to socialise and that everyone has become everybody’s friend and a family feeling is created.
Children are happy because they are being cared for and educated by caring and loving people.
Children learn to identify local flowers, herbs and other flowering plants. In the classroom, we have aquaponics with
herbs at the top and fish in the aquarium. We also keep stick insects. Children learn how to take care of them and gave
them names, Goldie and Tangy the fish and Millie and Leafi the stick insects. We also have a worm farm and lots of plants
inside and outside.
We have variety of succulents that will be for sale in the next 2 months as a fundraising program in the absence of other
fundraising events due to covid restrictions.
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New school
Gurukula Primary
School

Chitmu Village, Gopal Ananda
Nagar, India
A new primary school has been started by Ananda Marga
Gurukula in Chitmu Village in West Bengal, India. The school
was started in February 2020 with about 50 children, and
currently many more are waiting to join.
The educational township of Ananda Nagar (City of Bliss),
was founded in 1962 to serve as a global eco-community. The
site houses small poor tribal villages that benefit greatly from
service-oriented projects such as this one.
As in other schools run by Ananda Marga Gurukula around the
world, children learn English as well as their local languages,
art, music, dance, math, agriculture, biology, yoga, and
meditation. The aim is to develop the child's full potential with love and respect, as each child is unique. Every human
being deserves to have access to the minimum necessities of life: shelter, food, clothes, medical care and education
The infrastructure of the building is very basic, but a successful fundraising
campaign has made it possible for it to be renovated soon with additional
classrooms, bathrooms, and a playground. https://gofund.me/56be4378
This special school is an experimental project of Gurukula being run under
the personal supervision of Ac. Shambhushivananda who spends three hours
daily with the children. Two local teachers assist him. There are 54 children
currently enrolled, ages 3-9 years, spanning preschool to grade 3.
The children engage daily in half an hour of yoga warmups and meditate for
at least five minutes. They are learning how to play musical instruments,
improving their conversational English, learning about local plants and their
botanical names, and learning about animals and their sounds. They have
learned over twenty songs of Prabhat Samgiita and how to say thank you in
25 different languages of the world, as well as a few sentences in Samskrta.
The possibilities of learning are limitless. Other activities include theater,
artwork, physical exercises and fun outdoor group games.
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Overcoming All Obstacles:
The long road to accreditation
Gradinita Rasarit Neohumanist
Kindergarten, Romania
By Didi Ananda Devapriya

One of seven!
At last, the Gradinita Rasarit neohumanist kindergarten in Romania
received its accreditation certificate, signed by the Ministry of Education!
The kindergarten was one out of only seven that successfully passed the
accreditation process in the entire country for this year, out of more than a
hundred applicants.
First kindergarten to be evaluated online
The pandemic created multiple additional obstacles, including receiving
the announcement that the entire process would take place online with
only days before it would begin. Up until that point, every time we had
asked, the evaluation agency had assured us it would be face-to-face.
How to eat an elephant
We were selected as the very first kindergarten to have an online evaluation. The list of documents to scan was enormous,
and I only received it on a Thursday afternoon, with the actual evaluation process scheduled to begin on the following
Tuesday. I tried my best to control the sense of overwhelming panic, and to give confidence to the rest of the team that we
would manage it. How do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time. Although it was not a vegetarian metaphor, it gave the
director tremendous inspiration.
From that moment, I barely slept a couple of hours, scanning and organizing documents. The process itself took place
over Zoom, and our director, Floarea Diaconu was warm, confident and enthusiastic as she made virtual tours of the
premises and responded to the evaluator's questions, point by point. Many kindergartens were eliminated from the process
if the director was not enrolled in a database of "experts" according to a course they had taken. Miraculously, she had the
qualification!
Surviving 2020 with the support of our international community
Many private kindergartens went bankrupt during 2020 and closed down. The government provided only limited
assistance during the initial "emergency state" that was declared from March - May. However, even in periods when
kindergartens were not able to function because of government decrees, no more funds were provided. Even with
reducing the staff, and all of us taking turns cleaning every day, we still would not have been able to survive this period
financially if it weren’t for our international community's support. Thanks to the generous contributions of AMURT UK,
Zonnelicht kindergarten, and a few other sponsors, our kindergarten not only successfully made it through this extremely
challenging year, it also obtained accreditation. Now that we have it, in the January 2022 school year we will at last be
eligible to receive a government subsidy for the kindergarten that should be 50,000 euros annually, and will greatly ease
the financial stress on the kindergarten project.
Starting fourteen years ago!
The journey towards this moment actually began all the way back in 2007. Romania had just joined the EU, and I
anticipated that the laws governing private kindergartens would soon be analogous to those in the rest of Europe. Up until
this point, we had been operating in an ambiguous gray area of legality that I didn't think would be sustainable for long in
the new conditions.
The kindergarten was a type of "day-care center" but our advertising was as a "playschool". Although parents considered
it a kindergarten, our teachers were quite concerned about attracting too much attention, as we weren't technically a
kindergarten. We did not just want to offer childcare, but rather education. With senior teachers with more than 15 years
of experience, and as one of the only kindergartens in Bucharest to innovate inclusive education of children with special
needs, I saw the opportunity for the kindergarten to be a model of best practices for Romania. However, without
accreditation, we would not be able to be taken seriously by the educational community.
Getting the teachers qualified
The first step was to ensure that the two senior teachers, who had started out as inspired individuals when the kindergarten
was first opened in 1995, but who had no formal background in education (one was an engineer, the other a nurse), got
their university degrees. I raised the funds, and they enrolled in a three-year distance learning program.
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Teetering on the edge of closure in 2008
In 2008, we experienced a sudden and dramatic reduction in enrollment, due to the financial crisis which caused many of
our parents to lose their jobs and reduce costs by withdrawing from private education. However, it was also because many
new, fancier private kindergartens had opened up and were out-competing us. Our building had become shabby and
unattractive compared to the brand-new kindergartens.
Extensive face-lift thanks to Amici Nel Mondo
Thanks to grants obtained through the Italian NGO "Amici Nel Mondo" we
were able to do an extensive renovation and face-lift of the kindergarten that
made it look much more modern, fresh and competitive again. In the midst of
the renovation, when replacing the roof, we discovered that underneath, all of
the wood was rotten, adding an unforeseen 10,000 euros to the budget that we
had to scramble to find. We also invested in publicity, highlighting our
vegetarian menu, and soon started receiving calls from around the city from
parents attracted by this aspect. Soon we had a waiting list.
First step - temporary authorization
In 2009, we applied for the first step towards accreditation, called "temporary
authorization." Once we obtained it, we would theoretically have 5 years to
apply for accreditation. We were hoping to get accredited with our own NHE
curriculum, so in 2010 we spent the year consolidating the years of experience
of our teachers in NHE and synthesizing all of that into our own Neohumanist
Education Early Childhood Curriculum, which we then submitted to the
Romanian Ministry of Education. The curriculum was also approved by
Gurukul. However, it got lost in a bureaucratic ping-pong in the Ministry, and to this day we have not received a response
to the last version we submitted more than a year ago. Eventually, we decided to go ahead with the accreditation using the
state curriculum, which in the meantime had become increasingly progressive, flexible and easy to combine with NHE.
Obtaining fire safety permit complicated by national tragedy
However, it was not possible to submit the accreditation application without a fire safety permit. We had applied for this
permit already in 2014, however, in 2015 a tragic fire at the "Collective" nightclub in Bucharest claimed the lives of 64
young people. Those that had issued the permit had simply accepted a bribe, instead of verifying that minimal safety
criteria were met, and there was only one exit from the club, so they couldn't evacuate quickly enough. This created a
huge national backlash against corruption, and one of the consequences was that authorities went to the opposite extreme,
making it extremely challenging to obtain the permit.
Although before 2015, very few schools and kindergartens had permits, suddenly everyone was scrambling at the same
time to obtain them. Costs spiraled, and we found ourselves facing at least 10,000 euros in investments. The deadline for
applying for accreditation was extended for those with temporary authorization due to the situation. It took years of
repeated fire department inspections and investments to finally obtain the fire safety permit.
Do-or-Die
It came right in time. The Ministry of Education announced a final amnesty for kindergartens like ours that had exceeded
the five-year period for obtaining accreditation. We had to obtain it in 2020 or risk being definitively closed down. It was
a do-or-die moment. We invested in a consultant to help us bring all of our paperwork from the past 5 years up to the
mark. This required redoing vast amounts of paperwork. The teachers were completely overwhelmed.
Lockdown - a blessing in disguise
Then the emergency lockdown was announced. It was a blessing in disguise for our team, as it gave them the precious
time they needed to be able to fully focus on completing all of the years of documentation, which included a huge volume
of handwritten meeting minutes from years of formal "committee meetings". The requirements for accreditation seemed
absurd at times - we had to have documentation for more than 14 committees annually. The amount of paperwork we
generated exceeded 50 binders. However, the team worked consistently and diligently for weeks on end, balancing
writing with online lessons with the children.
"You deserve to be accredited!"
In the end, it was all worth it. During the inspection, as the director and I described the various educational projects we
had done at the kindergarten, including international collaborations like children in permaculture, peace education,
diversity projects etc., they were visibly moved and impressed. At the end, they actually said to us, "You really deserve to
be accredited!" They were actually not supposed to express their opinion, as they do not make the final decision, but it
was clear that we would have a green light from their side. However, until we actually had the results in our hand, we still
were not ready to celebrate. Now, we are! What a relief. As Ms. Diaconu says "We ate the elephant!"
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GLOBAL NEWS
HONG KONG SECTOR
Taiwan
Nature Camps
The nature camps for children and the meditation
camps for adults are continuing with an average of
twenty to thirty people. At Ananda Dhara in
Taichung we have re-started our once a month
nature days for parents and kids. We had about
thirty people in March, and the beauty of these
programs is that children and parents explore
nature in a carefree and joyful manner.

BERLIN SECTOR
Malta
News from Centru Tbexbix
By Sulekha Vargas
As a Neohumanist Education project, working with children with difficult family
backgrounds and the elderly, gardening has been one of the projects/activities our
participants have been enjoying and benefiting from a lot lately.
The purpose of this project is not only to have people benefit from it, but also to raise
awareness about ecology and sustainable living.
Children come to us after school. They get very excited to see the vegetables they’ve
planted. They enjoy a lot watering, pruning, cleaning, repotting and labelling our vegetables. When it is time for
harvesting, they come and collect.
The elderly have learned that we can also regrow vegetables at home. They have learned to like plants and flowers and to
give love and care to the “flora” world too. They have been enjoying and asking for more.
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Update on Sælukot Preschool Reykjavik Iceland
By Didi Ananda Kaostubha
Sælukot Preschool, a project of the AM Women’s Welfare Department, is based on the
Neohumanist Education system and teaching methods. Over the past 6 months, October
2020- March 2021, organizational development was significant. The new office room has
been built and set up successfully at our Saelukot premises.
We had 4 staff training days over the past 6 months where useful training like language
and communication skills with children were provided. Parents meetings were conducted
twice to give a brief description of how their children were adjusting and getting
involved in their daily activities and routines.
Themes
The practice of neohumanist learning gave joy and happiness to our children by having different themes which kept
changing for every two weeks.
· People around us in the universe
· Love and god
· The universe
· The Air
· Fire and stars
· The Christmas
· Water
· Stones, rocks and mountains
· Reptiles
· Sea creatures
· Domestic animals
· Birds and Easter preparations
We sang a lot of rhymes during the morning circle related to the theme of the week. During group activities we created a
lot of art work related to the theme. Children learned a lot of new things, for example: the importance of water, the
importance of air, and how we use them on a day to day basis. The children created musical instruments out of the natural
raw materials around them. For the stones theme they created a shaker by putting stones in a bottle and the whole week
they sang songs in the morning circle by shaking the bottle. We organized Christmas celebrations during the month of
December 2020. One of our staff members dressed up as Santa Claus and distributed presents to all our children. We
created an Instagram page and all our daily and weekly group activities were uploaded.

NEW YORK SECTOR
New Songs for Quiet Time Update
From Progressive School of Long Island
Eric Jacobson, the Director of the Progressive School, has been writing songs for Quiet Time for over 25 years. These
songs are used to teach philosophy and inspire young people. The songs are sung collectively and lead into Baba Nam
Kevalam meditation. Afterwards their meaning is discussed.
As of this writing the list has been updated to include 11 songs, and more will beadded over time. You can find them all
here:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrd2LqgOl6iN2GmFEZVxoPccU95KCk6I8
1 Wings of Love with lyrics
2 The Force that Guides Us with lyrics
3 Happiness with lyrics
4 Happiness with lyrics and intro
5 Lonely Tree with lyrics
6 Neohumanist Anthem: the Circle Song with lyrics
7 Blossom Grows with lyrics

8 Shining Sea with lyrics
9 The Name of Love with lyrics
10 The Meaning of Baba Nam Kevalam with lyrics
11 What is Love? with lyrics
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MANILA SECTOR

Mahatma Gandhi said, ‘Be the change you want to see in the world!’ It
means if we want to build a Neohumanist world, then first we have to
transform ourselves into Neohumanists. What have we done in our
Vietnam community to achieve this goal?
1. Overcoming geo-sentiment, socio-sentiment and political
sentiment to extend love to all living beings through volunteer
services and donations rendered not only within but also without
the country to Neohumanist schools in India, Romania, Sweden,
Ghana etc. Furthermore, Meditation Steps has launched the
Vietnam Channel on YouTube with Vietnamese subtitles on its
English broadcasts, a step to recognize Vietnam in its global
activities.

.

2. Attending online Neohumanist global conferences, courses and
activities to expand our understanding of Neohumanism,
including Planetary Kiirtan, Planetary Leadership Training May –
Aug. 2020, the Prout Convention July 2020 followed by followup forums, Tools to Change The World Study Circle hosted by
the Australian Prout Group Aug 2020, Gurukul – Neohumanist
Solutions for a World in Crisis Dec. 2020, Rawa International
Award Jan. 2021, Applying Neohumanist Decision Making
Process to Covid Vaccination Feb. 2021, Global Meditation
Circles & Retreats in America, Global Prabhat Samgiita
Workshop March 2021, Susan Perrow’s international book launch
of ‘Stories to Light the Night’ – March 2021 etc.

Permaculture: Banana Circle
MU Phước Tân, Biên Hòa

Lunch served by Amurt Saigon
Thiên Bình Orphanage, Biên Hòa, Đồng
N i

3. Propagating Neohumanist ideals in our locality through fora,
workshops, permaculture in the Master Units etc. to increase the
awareness of what Neohumanism is and the will power for how it
should be done.

We hope these concrete actions will contribute to building a brighter
future!

Kids outdoors
MU Đức Trọng, Lâm Đồng

New Year Art Workshop
Madhu Kuinja, Thủ Đức, HCM

A private class for kids
MU Ananda Paraga, Hòa Bình

Kids in cooperative work
Kitty Kindergarten HCM
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NAIROBI SECTOR

Ho, Ghana Update from
Neohumanist Academy
By Dada Mahaprajinananda
It’s been a true blessing to be involved in this project.
AMNHA is one of the few NHE schools in Africa that
is managed by local people, without the continuous or
regular presence of an Ananda Marga whole time
worker. Since our doors opened in September, 2016,
the school has continued to flourish in so many ways. The physical and material development of the school is proceeding
apace. With generous support three more classrooms were added in late 2020 and early 2021, one additional ground floor
room and two on our new second story. This is a very significant milestone in the school's development.
Additionally, the financial situation is stable, in that recurring costs are
managed locally. Enrollments are steadily increasing, and the parents and
staff are positive. However, the school has become too small to take proper
care of our more than 200 children. The parents’ demand and expectation is
that their children continue with us into higher classes and there is a waiting
list for preschool. So we need to build more classrooms!
We currently offer crèche, nursery 1 & 2, KG 1 & 2, and primary 1 & 2.
Future plans include establishing a full primary school and eventually junior
high classes on the two acres of land (which is possible to double or even
triple in size) outside the city. The vision is to create a model ecological
design that itself becomes a demonstration educational project.
My main role has been that of fundraiser, specifically for construction of the
building, and as done in late 2019, to acquire land on which to expand. Our
deep gratitude goes to Didi Ananda Devapriya for her invaluable guidance
with our fundraising efforts as an even greater challenge defines our next
phase: the construction of two more and larger classrooms, a staff room,
more toilets and a store room, plus another staircase to these new second
story facilities. And this is the longer side of our L shaped building! The
budget is minimum US$ 80,000.
https://www.gofundme.com/f/GhanaKindergarten
https://www.neohumanistschool-gh.org/
Updates are also shared at:
https://www.facebook.com/AnandaMargaNeoHumanistAcademyHo
Other than funds for continued expansion, our greatest need is more and
better training of our teaching staff. Their knowledge of NHE is minimal
though they are receptive to learn more. If you or anyone you know can come for at least one month (simple
accommodation and food will be provided), or assist long distance, please let us know: info@neohumanistschool-gh.org
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DELHI SECTOR
India
Acárya Shambhushivananda Avadhuta gave a keynote speech at the 2021 RAWA
IKON Awards Celebration event held at Ranchi. He spoke on "The New
Renaissance and Youth" in the presence of several invited dignitaries. A set of two
new publications titled “New Renaissance Part 1-2" was also released at a special
ceremony.
Renaissance Universal Club of
Bhubaneshvar also hosted their annual
event on February 13,2021. The
Presidential address was given by Dr.
Shambhushivananda. He spelled out the challenges facing humanity and how
to move towards a new renaissance based on neohumanism.
Dr. Dada Shambhushivananda made several presentations at online
conferences, webinars and podcasts during the past six months. Among them
were a podcast hosted by Asian Futures and Foresight Forum (Australia) and
posted on January 31, 2021, Towards a Brigher Future ; a talk on "The Path
of Intuition" hosted by Spiritual Forum in Mexico; Renaissance Universal
Lecture Series hosted by Acarya Divyacentananda in cooperation with Asian
Institute of Advanced Studies (Shimla) and a special presentation at the 2nd
International Prabhat Samgiita Festival hosted globally from Brazil and
Malaysia.
Dr. Shambhushivananda also
gave classes to over a hundred
participants of the ETC
(Education Training Camps) on
the theme of "Neohumanist Education in the Post-Pandemic Era".
A neuro-therapy clinic was opened at the International Neohumanist Centre in
Chandigarh and during the pandemic, a COVID19 testing service was also
being coordinated at this Centre in cooperation with local authorities.

Inner and Outer Harmony - NHE Online Summer Camp 2021
A global Neohumanist Education Online Summer Camp was conducted for children
aged 5 to 10 years with teachers Reetu Singh and Pranav Kumar and Ruger Tamminga
(story teller for the camp). It was open to all and had children from India, Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa, totaling 44 in numbers. The program extended from
24th April to 30th May on weekends. The program was organized around the theme of
moving together as a part of bigger family, our planet earth; on speaking truth; on
thinking good; sharing and caring and other topics based on moral intelligence. The
mode of teaching was through games, songs, stories, crafts, experiments, etc.
There has been an overwhelming response from all
participants and their parents. Some of their
responses are as follows:
Ashriya Ahmed: “I am so moved by your moral
teaching session that I want to join and be part of
your organization.”
Sumitra R Rao: “Classes are very well structured
and going well, nice to be part of NHE program.”
Saraswati Singh: “Thanks for organizing, the kids
are learning values”.
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Gurukula Global Contacts
DELHI SECTOR

MANILA SECTOR

BERLIN SECTOR

Ananda Marga Gurukula
Headquarters Cakradhurii
Anandanagar, PO Chitmu
Dist Purulia, West Bengal 723215
https://in.gurukul.edu
<kulapati@gurukul.edu>

Ananda Marga Gurukula
(Asia Coordinating Office)
Dr. Jareepon Naksamrit
c/o Rajaprarop Garden Condo,
99/129 Soi Annop Narumit,
Bangkok 10400, Thailand

Ananda Marga Gurukula
Stockholm
Johannes Dhyanesh Överland
Aprikosgatan B1, Lgh 1001
Hässelby, 165 60 Sweden

Ananda Marga Gurukula
C-8/243 Yamuna Vihar,
New Delhi 110053, India

Gurukula Office Singapore
AMIA
#01-3497,Block 57,Geylang Bahru,
Singapore 330057

AMGK Teachers Training College
Ac. Svarupánanda Avt.
Anandanagar, PO Baglata
Dist Purulia, West Bengal 723215

SUVA SECTOR

Rahr School and Girls College
Avtk. Ánanda Ramá Ac.
Uma Nivas, Vill. Khatanga, Kotshila,
Dist. Purulia, W Bengal, India
International Neohumanist Center
Mr. Ravinderji/Jasbirji/Dada
No.593-594,Vikas Nagar, A1, Lane
#5, Gate No. 1, Naya Gaon
Chandigarh 16103 India
NHE Coordinator Bangalore
Prabha Ranjan
<tomailprabha@gmail.com>

HONG KONG SECTOR
Neohumanist Retreat Center
Ananda Jyoti c/o Rutger Tamminga
No.54, Hsiao Ken Rd. Shiman Area
Taipei, Taiwan
International Neohumanist Center
Juei-Ai Center
Hansi West Road
Section 3, 438, Taichung, Taiwan
Gurukula Office Taipei
Yun-Chin Ko
<snehalata.edu@gmail.com>

AMGK/NHE Coordinator
Australia
Dr. Marcus Bussey
c/o The River School
PO Box 411
Maleny, Queensland
Australia 4552

NEW YORK SECTOR
Ananda Marga Gurukula
Global Liaison Office
Arete Brim
Ithaca, New York, USA
<amgk.glo@gurukul.edu>
Neohumanist College of Asheville
c/o Sid Jordan, 160 Wellness Way
Marshall, NC 28753 USA

GEORGETOWN SECTOR
Gurukula Coordinator
Didi Ananda Jaya
Rua General Nestor Passos 161
Mandaqui , São Paulo Brasil
CEP 02417-140

Center of Neohumanist Studies
Rossato Silvano
Gamla Skolan, Ydrefors, 598 73
Gullringen, Sweden
Neohumanist Education Research
Institute (NERI)
c/o Yolanda Koning
Bankade 3, 5236AX
Den Bosch Netherlands
Neohumanist Education
Association - Romania
Avtk. Ánanda Devapriya Ac.
strada Foisorului 121, Sector 3
Bucuresti, Romania
Yogis Academy
Christian Franceschini
c/o Frazione Senaso, 25, 38078
San Lorenzo Dorsino TN, Italia

QAHIRA SECTOR
Neohumanist Education Center
Avtk. Ánanda Ramá Ac.
Rehab City, Group 69 17/42
Cairo 11841, Egypt

NAIROBI SECTOR
Ananda Marga Gurukula
c/o Avtk. Ánanda Gunamaya Ac.
Soko Community, Accra, Ghana

Campo Divino
Claudio Moreni, Chaco 613
Ucacha 2677, Cardoba, Argentina

JOIN GANE – gane-educaors.org

GANE brings together all NHE Educators on a common platform. Schools, Institutes, Yoga Academies,
Prout Institutes, Colleges/Universities, Master Units, Wellness Centers, Neohumanist Centers, etc.,
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Commemorating Centenary of
Shrii PR Sarkar

New Gurukula Primary School Chitmu Village, Gopal Ananda Nagar, story page 39

Gurukula Network
146 Honness Lane
Ithaca, New York 14850
USA

“Real education leads to a pervasive sense
of love and compassion for all creation”
Expanding the Heart, Freeing the Mind, Serving for a Just and Sustainable World

